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SYNOPSIS 
Numerical methods for solving scientific and engineering problems are gaining 
importance and the subject has become an essential part of the training of applied 
mathematicians, engineers and scientists. The advent of the high speed digital 
computer has made the use of numerical methods for solving differential equations not 
only feasible but also very desirable. One reason for this is that numerical methods can 
give the solution when ordinary analytical methods fail. A second and perhaps more 
important reason for the lively interest in numerical procedures is their interrelation 
with digital computers. The price one pays for the general applicability of the 
numerical scheme is arithmetic complexity. Numerical methods have almost unlimited 
breadth of application. 
Since digital computers provide a nearly effortless way to perform the simple 
but long and tedious computations involved in problems solved by numerical methods, 
the advent of these marvellous servants has revived interest in what would otherwise be 
only a specialized field of applied mathematics. Furthermore, since computers operate 
essentially by repetitive arithmetic operations, the way computers are programmed to 
solve scientific problems is by the use of procedures which we know as numerical 
methods. 
The thesis is concerned with development of polynomial and non-polynomial 
spline approximation methods and their convergence analysis for direct integration of 
certain classes of two-point boundary-value problems in ordinary and partial 
differential equations. The thesis consists of six chapters followed by references useful 
for the development and application of the methods discussed in this thesis. A brief 
description of the contents of each chapter is as follows: 
Chapter-I: Introduction and Review of Spline Functions 
In this chapter an introduction and review of spline functions is given. Our aim 
is to describe some parameters which are useful in subsequent chapters. We have 
explained boundary-value problems, an algorithm for the solution of tridiagonal and 
pentadiagonal linear systems. The cubic, quintic and sextic spline function 
approximations, which are useful for the solution of ordinary and partial differential 
equations, are given in detail.The definition of the cubic and quintic spline functions is 
extended to piecewise non-polynomial functions depending on a parameter w. For 
CO ^^ 0 these (non-polynomial) functions reduces to ordinary cubic or quintic splines. 
The parameter may be chosen so as to tailor the( non-polynomial) spline function to 
improve the accuracy in the approximate solution of certain problems. Depending on 
the choice of the parameter, the parametric cubic spline function is know n as cubic 
spline in compression, cubic spline in tension or adaptive cubic spline. Similarly, three 
of the splines derived from quintic spline are termed as 'parametric quintic spline-
r,'parametric quintic spline- IF and 'adaptive quintic spline'. 
The applications of the cubic spline in compression, quintic spline, parametric 
quintic spline-I and sextic spline to solution of differential equations are given in 
subsequent chapters. 
Chapter-II: Spline Methods for Solution of Singularly-Perturbed 
Boundary-Value Problems 
In this chapter we obtain three methods Ki, K2 and K3 for the approximate 
solution of boundary-value problems with a small parameter affecting highest 
derivative of the differential equation. The class of singularly- perturbed boundary-
value problem for second order ordinary differential equation has recently gained 
importance in the literature for two main reasons. Firstly, they occur frequently in 
many areas of science and engineering, for example, combustion, chemical reactor 
theory, nuclear engineering, control theory, elasticity, fluid mechanics etc. A few 
notable examples are boundary-layer problems, WKB theory, the modelling of steady 
n 
and unsteady viscous flow problems with large Reynold number and convective heat 
transport problems with large Peclet number. Secondly, the occurrence of sharp 
boundary-layers as 8, the coefficient of highest derivative, approaches zero creates 
difficulty for most standard numerical methods. 
The method Ki is based on a uniformly convergent uniform mesh difference 
scheme using cubic spline in compression for the solution of second order singularly-
perturbed boundary-value problems.The main idea is to use the condition of continuity 
as a discretization equation. The advantage of our second and fourth order methods is 
higher accuracy without increasing the computational effort. The methods of Bickley 
and Kadalbajoo have been shown to be special cases of our method. The method K2 is 
similar to the method Ki, but here we take non-uniform mesh. 
In the method K3 we consider the self-adjoint second order singularly perturbed 
problem. We have obtained a fourth order method based on quintic spline. To retain 
the band width of the coefficient matrix as five, we develop fourth order boundary 
equations. Convergence analysis of the method Ki and K3 are given. Numerical results 
are tabulated to show the superiority of our methods. 
Chapter-Ill: Parametric Cubic Spline Solution of Second Order 
Boundary-Value Problems 
In this chapter we obtain two methods Mi and M2 for uniform mesh. In the 
method Mi,by using cubic spline in compression we have developed second and fourth 
order methods for the solution of a linear second order two-point boundary value 
problem, a special case of which arises in the theory which describes the deflection of 
plates and a number of other scientific applications. Bickley scheme becomes a special 
case of our method. For a suitable choice of the parameters our method reduces to well 
known Numerov's method and fourth order quartic spline method of Usmani. 
In the method M2, we consider the system of second order boundary-value 
problem which arises in the study of obstacle, unilateral, moving and free boundary-
value problems. By using cubic spline in compression we get a new numerical method 
ui 
for obtaining solution of such system of differential equations. Our method 
outperforms other collocation, finite difference and spline methods including the fourth 
order Numerov's method and thus represents an improvement over existing methods. 
Convergence of the methods Mi and M2 are established. We have also given the 
application of the system of second order boundary-value problems. The numerical 
experiments and comparison with other methods are given to show the advantage of 
our methods. 
Chapter-IV: Numerical Solution of Third Order Boundary-Value 
Problems Using Quintic Spline 
In this chapter we obtain the numerical solution of third order linear and non-
linear boundary-value problems. By using the quintic spline, we have developed fourth 
order method for the solution of linear and non linear third order boundary-value 
problems. Our scheme leads to the five diagonal system. To restrict the band width of 
the coefficient matrix of the resulting system to five, we develop the boundary 
equations of O(h^). Truncation error is given. Numerical illustrations are given to 
confirm the theoretical analysis and the results compared with those obtained by 
known methods to demonstrate the efficiency of our method. 
Chapter-V: Sextic Spline Solution of a System of Fourth-Order 
Boundary Value Problems 
In this chapter we obtain the fourth order numerical method based on sextic 
spline for solving free boundary-value problems to obtain approximate solution to a 
class of contact, obstacle and unilateral boundary value problems of elasticity, like 
those describing the equilibrium configuration of an elastic beam stretched over an 
elastic obstacle. In the case of a known obstacle, these problems can be alternatively 
formulated as a system of non-linear boundary value problems. A variety of problems 
arising in elasticity, mechanics, optimization and control, fluid flow through porous 
media etc., the problem of equilibrium of Hnearly elastic bodies in contact with a rigid 
IV 
frictionless foundation can be characterized by a class of variational inequalities. The 
location of free boundary becomes an intrinsic part of the solution and no special 
devices are needed to locate it. For the purpose of numerical illustrations, we consider 
example of an elastic beam lying over an elastic obstacle. We have developed the 
boundary formulas of order four to restrict the band width of the coefficient matrix of 
the linear system to five. We have briefly presented an application of the system of 
boundary-value problems. The numerical illustrations and comparison with other 
methods are given which shows the advantage of the present scheme. 
Chapter-VI: Spline Methods for the Solution of Fourth-Order 
Parabolic Partial Differential Equations 
In this chapter we have developed new three level methods based on parametric 
quintic spline-I for the numerical solution of fourth-order non-homogeneous parabolic 
partial differential equation that governs the behaviour of a vibrating beam. It has been 
shown that by suitably choosing the parameters, most of the previous known methods 
can be derived from our method. We also obtain two new high accuracy schemes of 
OCk"*, h*") and 0(k'',h^). Stability analysis has been carried out. Comparison of our 
method with some known methods shows the superiority of the present approach. 
The contents of some chapters of the thesis have already been published or 
accepted for publication in standard journals. Specifically, two papers based on the 
material from chapter II have appeared in Journal of Optimization Theory and 
Applications, vol. 112(2002) and J. Indian Math. Soc, vol. 68(2001), while a third 
paper from this chapter has been accepted for publication in Journal of Comput. and 
Applied Math. One paper on the solution of third order boundary value problems from 
chapter IV is going to appear in Intern. J. Comput. Math., vol 82(2002). 
C H A P T E R ! 
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF SPLINE FUNCTIONS 
1.1 Introduction 
In recent years attempts have been made to devise numerical methods for 
physical problems. Most engineers, scientists and applied mathematicians studying 
physical phenomena are involved with two major tasks: 
I: Mathematical formulation of physical processes 
II: Numerical analysis of the mathematical model 
The mathematical formulation of a physical process requires background in 
related field and mathematical tools. The formulation results in mathematical 
statements, mostly differential equations, relating quantities of interest in the design of 
physical process. In a numerical simulation of a physical process we employ some 
numerical methods and computing facility. The numerical methods developed may 
broadly be classified into the following three types: 
(i) Finite difference methods 
(ii) Finite element methods 
(iii) Spline function approximation methods 
In this thesis the spline function approximation methods to obtain numerical 
solutions of ordinary and partial differential equations have been investigated. The use 
of spline functions dates back at least to the beginning of previous century. Piecewise 
linear functions had been used in cormection with the Peano's existence proof for the 
solution to the initial value problems of the ordinary differential equations, although 
these functions were not called splines. Splines were first identified in the work of 
Schoenberg ,Sard and others. Usually a spline is a piecewise polynomial function 
defined in a region D, i.e, a function for which there exist a decomposition of D into 
subregions in each of which the function is a polynomial of some degree m. Also the 
function, as a rule, is continuous in D, together with its derivatives of order upto (m-1) 
(Marchuk [78]). In other words spline function is a piecewise polynomial satisfying 
certain conditions of continuity of the function and its derivatives. The applications of 
spline as approximating, interpolating and curve fitting functions have been very 
successful (Ahlberg at al [2], Greville [49], Prenter [89],Micula [80]).It is also 
interesting to note that the cubic spline is a close mathematical approximation to the 
draughtsman's spline, which is a widely used manual curve-drawing tool. It has been 
shown by Schoenberg [106] that a curve drawn by a mechanical spline to a first order of 
approximation is a cubic spline function. Further, the solution of a variety of problems 
of "best approximation" are the spline function approximations. Later on spline 
functions recieved a considerable amount of attention in both theoretical and practical 
studies. 
A number of authors have attempted polynomial and non-polynomial spline 
approximation methods for the solution of differential equations: De Boor [34-36], 
Ahlberg et al [2], Loscalzo and Talbot [75-76], Bickley [17], Fyfe [46-47], Albasiny 
and Hoskins [3],Sakai [101-103 ],Russell and Shampine [100], Micula [79,80], Rubin 
and Khosla [99], Rubin and Graves [98],Daniel and Swartz [33],Archer [12], Patricio 
[87-88], Jain et al [63], Tewarson [116-117], Usmani et al [124-126], Jain and Aziz 
[57-59], Surla et al [111-114], Iyengar and Jain [55], Chawla and Subramanian 
[19,20,22], Irodotou- EUina and Houstis [54], Rashidinia [90], Fairweather and Meade 
[42] and others. Spline functions of maximum smoothness were first considered in the 
numerical solution of initial value problems in ordinary differential equations by 
Loscalzo and Talbot [75-76] and many interesting connections with standard numerical 
integration techniques have been estabUshed. For example, the trapezoidal rule and the 
Milne-Simpson predictor- corrector method fall out as special cases of such spline 
approximations. The main reason why the above mentioned applications of spline 
functions to the numerical integration of ordinary differential equations leads to 
unstable methods is because the resulting numerical approximations are, in a certain 
sense too smooth ( Varga [127]).Loscalzo and Schoenberg [74] have shown that the 
use of Hermite-Sphnes of lower order smoothness avoids completely the problem of 
unstability. The spline functions have been used by a number of authors to solve both 
initial and boundary value problems of ordinary and partial differential equations. The 
use of cubic splines for the solution of linear two point boundary value problems was 
suggested by Bickley [17].His main idea was to use the "condition of continuity" as a 
discretization equation for the linear two point boundary value problems. Later, Fyfe 
[46] discussed the application of deferred corrections to the method suggested by 
Bickley by considering again the case of (regular) linear boundary-value problems. 
However, it is well known since then that the cubic spline method of Bickley 
gives only 0( h'^ ) convergent approximations. But cubic spline itself is a fourth-order 
process [89]. It is therefore natural to look for an alternative method which would give 
fourth order approximations using cubic splines. We also find that the application of 
the spline function to the solution of convection-diffusion problems has not been very 
encouraging. To be able to deal effectively with such problems we introduce spline 
functions containing a parameter co. These are non-polynomial splines defined through 
the solution of a differential equation in each subinterval. The arbitrary constants being 
chosen to satisfy certain smoothness conditions at the joints. These splines belong to 
the class C and reduce into polynomial splines as parameter co-> 0. The exact form of 
the spline depends upon the manner in which the parameter is introduced. We have 
studied parametric spline function, spline under compression, spline under tension and 
adaptive spline. A number of spline relations have been obtained for subsequent use. A 
wide class of singular boundary value problems have also been successfully solved 
.The parametric quintic spline function has been applied to the vibrating beam 
equation. 
The singular perturbation mathematical model plays an important role in 
modelling fluid processes arising in applied mechanics. We have either the stiff system 
of initial boundary value problems or the convection-diffusion problems. It has been 
realized that when conventional methods are applied to obtain numerical solution, the 
step size must be limited to small values. Any attempt to use a larger step size results in 
the calculations becoming unstable and producing completely erroneous results. In 
recent years, considerable attention has been devoted to the formulation and 
implementation of, in essence, modified spline methods for the solution of certain 
classes of elliptic boundary value problems on rectangles, see for example Houstis et a! 
[53].It is interesting to note that this approach was adopted by Irodotou-EUina and 
Houstis [54],in their quintic spline collocation methods for general linear fourth order 
two point boundary value problems. Another quintic spline method requiring a uniform 
mesh for a non-linear fourth order boundary value problem is due to Chawla and 
Subramanian [22].This method is based on Bickley's idea [17] of using the continuity 
condition to construct a cubic spline approximation, but here it is used only after some 
other method (e.g., a finite difference method) has been used to obtain accurate nodal 
values. Fairweather and Meade [42] provide a comprehensive survey of both 
orthogonal and modified spline collocation methods for solving ordinary and partial 
differential equations. 
1.2 Boundary Value Problems 
Consider the two point boundary value problem 
u" = f{x,u,u'), xG[a,b] (1.1) 
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to x , with one of the following three 
boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions of the first kind are: 
( i)u(a)=r, , u(b) = r2 (1.2) 
The boundary conditions of the second kind are: 
(ii) u'(a)=ri, u'(b) = r2 (1.3) 
The boundary conditions of the third kind are: 
(iii) aou'(a)-ai u(a) = ri, 
bou'(b) + b, u(b) = r2 (1.4) 
where ao ,bo ,aiand bi are positive constants. 
In (1.1) if all non-zero terms involve the dependent variable u then the 
differential equation is called homogeneous, otherwise it is inhomogeneous. Similarly, 
the boundary conditions are called homogeneous when rj and r2 are zero, otherwise 
they are called inhomogeneous. The boundary value problem is called homogeneous if 
the differential equation and the boundary conditions are homogeneous. A 
homogeneous boundary value problem possesses only a trivial solution u(x) = O.We, 
therefore consider those boundary value problems in which a parameter X occurs either 
in the differential equation or in the boundary conditions, and v\'e determine values of 
A., called eigenvalues, for which the boundary value problem has a non-trivial solution. 
Such a solution is called an eigen function and the entire problem is called an 
eigenvalue or characteristic value problem. 
The solution of the boundary value problem (1.1) exists and is unique if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
Let u' = z, and - oo < u, z < co 
(i) f (x,u,z) is continuous, 
(ii) 5f/ du and 5f/ dz exist and are continuous, 
(iii) df/du > 0 and |5f / az | < w , w > 0 . 
The numerical methods for solving the boundary value problems may broadly be 
classified into the following types: 
1.2.1 Difference Methods 
We now discuss the finite difference representations. There are four main methods 
of deriving finite difference representations. 
(i) The replacement of each term of the differential operator directly by a Taylor series 
approximation. 
(ii) The integration of the differential equation over a finite difference block and the 
subsequent replacement of each term by a Taylor series approximation, 
(iii) Formulation of the problems in variational form and the subsequent replacement of 
each term of the variational formulation by a Taylor series approximation, 
(iv) Derivation of a finite difference equation whose solution is identical to that of the 
differential equation with constant coefficients. 
The methods (i)-(iii) and related methods share a common defect, namely that the 
individual terms of the analytical operator are approximated in isolation from the 
remaining terms of the operator. Consequently, the interaction between the terms of the 
operator are ignored. This is a fundamental cause for the existence of instability in both 
ordinary and partial differential equations. The method (iv) is called the unified 
difference representation. Clearly, in this case the term interactions are included, and 
no possibility of instability can exist. 
1.2.2 Shooting Methods 
These are initial value problem methods. Here, we add sufficient number of 
conditions at one point and adjust these conditions until the required conditions are 
satisfied at the other end. In practice, the shooting method is quite slow. Therefore we 
ordinarily use finite difference and spline methods for solving boundary value 
problems. 
1.2.4 Finite Element Method 
The finite element method was introduced as a variationally based technique of 
solving differential equations. A continuous problem described by a differential 
equation is put into an equivalent variational form, and the approximate solution is 
assumed to be a linear combination, ^c^^y , of approximation functions (j)-. The 
parameters Cj are determined using the associated variational form. The finite element 
method provides a systematic technique for deriving the approximation functions for 
simple subregions by which a geometrically complex region can be represented. 
In the finite element method, in general we seek an approximate solution u to a 
differential equation in the form 
n m 
where Uj are the values of u at the element nodes, i//• are the interpolation functions, 
c-are the nodeless coefficients and (p^ are the associated approximation functions. 
Direct substitution of the such approximations into the governing differential equations 
fli 
•'' does not always results, for an arbitrary choice of the data of problem, in a necessary 
and sufficient number of equations for the undetermined coefficients u, and c^. 
Therefore, a procedure where by a necessary and sufficient number of equations can be 
obtained is needed. One such procedure is provided by a weighted-integral form of the 
governing differential equations. 
The most distinctive feature of the finite element method that separates it from 
others is the division of a given domain into a set of simple subdomains, called finite 
elements. In the finite element method, the approximation functions are piecewise 
polynomials. Various variational methods, e.g., the Rayleigh- Ritz, Galerkin, and least 
squares methods differ from each other in the choice of the integral form, weight 
function or approximation functions. The finite element method overcomes the 
disadvantages of the traditional variational methods by providing a systematic 
procedure for the derivation of approximation functions over or subregions of the 
domain. The method is endowed with three basic features that account for its 
superiority over other methods. First, a geometrically complex domain of the problem 
is represented as a collection of geometrically simple subdomains, called finite 
elements. Second, over each finite element, the approximation functions are derived 
using the basic idea that any continuous function can be represented by a linear 
combination of algebraic polynomials. Third, algebraic relations among the 
undetermined coefficients are obtained by satisfying the governing equations over each 
element. Thus the finite element method can be viewed, in particular, as an element 
wise application of Rayleigh-Ritz or weighted residual methods. The integral 
formulation of boundary value problems comes from the fact that variaUonal methods 
of approximation are based on the weighted integral statements of governing equations. 
Since, the finite element method is a technique for constructing approximation 
functions required in an element wise application of any variational method, it is 
necessary to study the weighted integral formulation and the weak formulation of 
differential equations. In addition, weak formulation also facilitates, in a natural way 
the classification of boundary conditions into natural and essential boundary 
conditions, which play a crucial role in derivation of the approximation functions and 
selection of nodal degrees of the freedom of the finite element model. 
1.2.4 Spline Function Approximation Method 
Let A: a = xo< X| < X2<...< XN = b, be a subdivision of an inter\al [a,b] . A 
spline function of degree m with nodes at the points Xj, j =0,1,2 N is a function 
SA(X) with the following properties: 
(a) In each sub interval [Xj,Xj+i ],j =0,1,...N-1, SA(X) is a polynomial of degree m. 
(b) SA(X) and its first (m-1) derivafives are confinuous on [ a,b]. If the function SA(X) 
has only (m-k) continuous derivatives, then k is defined as the deficiency of the 
polynomial spline and is usually denoted by SA(m,k) , see [99]. The cubic spline is a 
piecewise cubic polynomial of deficiency one, e.g. SA(3,1). The cubic spline procedure 
can be described as follows 
Consider a function u(x) such that at the mesh points Xj ,u(Xi)= u, . A cubic 
polynomial is specified on the interval [Xj.i, Xj] . The four constants are related to the 
funcfion values Uj.i,Uj as well as certain spline derivatives mj.i,mj or M,.i, Mj .The 
quantities mj ,Mj are the spline derivative approximations to the function derivatives 
u'{x.), u"{x.) respecfively. Similarly considered on the interval [x j,Xj+i] . The 
continuity of the derivatives is then specified at Xj. The procedure results in equations 
for mj , MJ , j = 1,2, ....N-1. Boundary conditions are required at j =0 and j = N. The 
system is closed by the governing differential equation for u(Xj), where the derivatives 
are replaced by their spline approximations mj ,Mj. 
The spline functions approximation has the following advantages: 
In this approach u(x) is approximated by a different polynomial in each subinterval, 
thus providing approximations not only for u(x) but also for the derivative of u(x) at 
every point of the interval [a,b]. We recall that by a finite difference method we 
approximate u(x) at a finite set of grid points only in [a,b]. Derivative boundary 
conditions are imposed directly without incurring large local discretization errors. 
Unlike finite difference or finite element techniques, with a spline approximation there 
appears to be no particular advantage gained with the divergence form for the equation. 
Unlike finite element procedure, there are no quadratures to evaluate. 
1.3 Solution of Tridiagonal System 
The solution of the linear second order differential equation 
- u" + p{x)u'+ q{x)u = r{x), a < x < b (1.5) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
u(a) = Yi,u(b) = Y2 
leads to the solution of the system of algebraic equations in N or N+2 unknowns whose 
coefficients give rise to a tridiagonal system. The LU decomposition of the tridiagonal 
matrix is performed by Gauss elimination method. We consider the solution of the 
tridiagonal system of the form 
0 
c. 
a, b j C3 
^N-i bfg_ ' N - l 
'N J y^N J 
^A-, ^ 
' W - l 
\^K J 
(1.6) 
We have 
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«, = ^ (1.7) 
a^=—^ , j = 2(l)N (1.9) 
r,=T^^^^^, J = 2(1)N (1.10) 
with CN= 0 
The solution is given by backward substitution. 
XN = YN (1-11) 
x.=rj-a.Xj,„ j=N-l,N-2, ,2,1 (1.12) 
The equations (1.9) and (1.10) are the LU decomposition and forward substitution 
respectively. 
1.4 Solution of Five Band System 
We can easily extend the method of solution of a tridiagonal system to a five band 
system by writing the system of equations obtained in the solution of the differential 
equation 
u^'-'+ f{x)u = g{x), f(x)>0, x e [ a , b ] (1.13) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
u(a) = a,, u"(a) = p, 
u(b) = a2, u"(b) = p2 (1.14) 
(see p.220 [56]) as follows 
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C, D, E, 
B, C. D, E, 
A3 B3 C3 D3 E3 
0 
•^N-l " N - I ^ N - 1 ^N-\ 
B. 
^.. \ 
M, 
/ 
'N y 
' / V - l 
V " ^ J 
a, 
a] 
a N-\ 
V^A/ J (1.15) 
where A ,^ B, ,Ci, D ,^ Ei, and a' are the known quantities. As in section (1.3) we assume 
the following recurrence relations 
u =h -co u , - y u - , 0 < n < N (116) 
We use (1.16) to find Un-i and Un-2 and substitute them in the equation 
A„u„. ,+B„u„,+C„u„+D„u„, ,+E„u„, ,=a: , 2 < n < N-2 (1.17) 
and by comparing it with (1.16), we get 
h ={a[- A h ^-5 h ,)/&>*, 
n " n n-2 n n-\ " 
CO ={D„-5 Y ^)lo}'„ n ^ " n'n-\' 
Yn =E„lcol 
where 5„ = 5„ - A„co„_^ 
In view of the first boundary conditions in (1.14) we have 
ho =Uo, 0)0=0, Yo=0 
Equation (1.16) will be identical with the first equaUon in (1.15) if 
/?, = a] I co\, co^ = D, I (o\, / , = £, I co\ 
where co^ =C\. 
The second condition in (1.14) will be fulfilled if 
UN = 0 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
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The relation (1.18) together with (1.19) and (1.20) will hold for 
0 < n < N if UN-I = 0 
and hence M^ = h^ -co^u^^^^ 
The values UN-I, UN.2, , U2, ui can be obtained by backward substitution in the equation 
"« =^« -6J«"„.: -r„"„.2. n = N-l, 2,1. 
1.5 Spline Function Approximations 
A spline function is generally regarded as a piecewise polynomial satisfying 
certain conditions of continuity of the function and its derivatives. The idea has been 
extended in various directions. The applications of the splines as approximating, 
interpolating and curve fitting functions have been very successful (Ahlberg et al [2], 
Greville [49] , Prenter [89]).It has been shown by Schoenberg [106] that a curve drawn 
by a mechanical spline to a first order of approximation is a cubic spline function. 
Further, the solution of a variety of problems of "besf'approximation are the spline 
function approximations. 
In this chapter, we first give some definitions and basic results on cubic, quintic 
and sextic spline functions and their relations. The definition of the cubic and quintic 
spline functions is extended to piecewise non-polynomial functions depending on a 
parameter co. For co-^ O these (non-polynomial) functions reduce to ordinary cubic or 
quintic splines. Depending on the choice of parameter, the spline function is known as 
cubic spline in compression, cubic spline in tension or adaptive cubic spline. Similarly 
three of the splines derived from quintic spline are termed 'parametric quintic spline-I'. 
'parametric quintic spline-IF and 'adaptive quintic spline'. 
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1.6 Cubic Spline Functions 
We consider a mesh A with nodal points Xj on [a,b] such that 
A :a = Xo <X| <x, <....x^_i <x^ =6 where /z. = x . - J: ._, ,for j=l (1)N. Assume we 
are given the values {w^  }^=o of ^ function u(x), with [a,b] as its domain of definition. 
Definition 1.1 
A cubic spline function SA (X), of class C^ [a, b], interpolating to a function u(x) 
defined on [a,b] is such that 
(a) In each interval [x.,,, j . ], SA(X) is a polynomial of degree at most three. 
(b) The first and second derivatives of SA(X) are confinuous on [a,b]. 
Thus we may write in [x•_^,x•], 
^ ; -A- ^ ^ • I 
(1.21) 
where Sl(x.) = Mj and h. = x.~x^.,,,z = (x-x._^)/h.,z =\-z 
Integrating (1.21) twice, and setting x =x j and x =x j.i, the constants of 
integration are determined by the conditions Sf^{xJ_^)-u•_^,S^{x•) = u.. Finally, we 
obtain 
S,{x) = zu,+zu^_,+h:[q,{z)M.+q,{z)M._,]/y. (1.22) 
where(73(z) = z^  -z,q^{0) = q^{±\) = 0,^3isanodd function of z. 
The function SA(X) in the interval [Xj,Xj+i]is obtained with j+1 replacing] in (1.22) so 
that 
S,{x) = zu.^,+zu. +hl,[q,{z)M.^,+q,{z)M.]/3\ (1.23) 
where z = (x-Xj)/hj+i 
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Cubic Spline Relations 
For simplicity we assume that the subintervals are of equal length so that 
hj =h j+i =h, for j =1(1)N. The continuity of the first derivative of S& (x) at x = x j 
requires 
S;(x,-) = S;(x,+). Since, 
h o 
^ ; ( ^ , + ) - | ( " , > , - " y ) - 7 ( 2 M , . + M , , , ) , 7 = 0(l)yV-l (1.24) 
n o 
the following spline relation may be obtained : 
M,^,+AM,+M._,^~{u^^,-2u.+u._,)J = \{\)N-\ (1.25(i)) 
Similarly we obtain 
3 
^j.x +4m. +m.., = - ( " ; „ -u._,) (1.25(11)) 
n 
where m • = S^(x-). 
The relations (1.25) are called the continuity or consistency relations of the cubic 
spline. The following relations may also be easily obtained 
(')'", = -7(M,^ , +2M.) + - ^ — ^ 
0 n 
{ii)m.^,=--{M.+2M.J+' ^^ ' '^ (1.26) 
0 h 
h {m)m^^, -m. =-(M.^, + M .) 
Equations (1.25) lead to a system of N equations for the N+2 unknowns Mj or 
mj .respectively. The additional two equations are obtained from boundary conditions 
on M or m. The resulting tridiagorfal system for Mj or mj is diagonally dominant and 
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may be solved by an efficient algorithm, Ahlberg et al [2]. Therefore, given the values 
Uj the equations (1.25) with appropriate boundary conditions form a closed system for 
Mj or nij and with (1.22) or (1.23) the values SA (X) can be found at all intermediate 
locations. 
1.7 Parametric Cubic Spline Functions 
Definition 1.2 
A function SA (X,T) of class C^  [a, b] which interpolates u(x) at the mesh points 
{Xj}, depends on a parameter T , and reduces to cubic spline SA(X), in [a, b] as x ^ 0, is 
termed a parametric cubic spline function. Since the parameter x can occur in S.^(X,T) 
in many ways, such a spline in not unique. The three parametric cubic splines derived 
from cubic spline by introducing the parameter in three different ways are termed as 
'cubic spline in compression','cubic spline in tension' and 'adaptive cubic spline'. 
1.7.1 Cubic Spline in Compression 
If S^{X,T) is a parametric cubic spline satisfying the differential equation 
(1-27) 
where xe[x•_^,x•],S^{x•,T) = UJ,hJ=x•-XJ^^ and r>0 then it is termed cubic 
spline in compression (see Aziz [14],Rashidinia [90]). 
Solving the differential equation (1.27) and using interpolatory conditions at x j 
and X j.i to determine the constants of integration, we get after writing co = h 4T , 
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S,{x,r)^zu.+zu.^,+h][q,{z)M.+q,{z)M.,_,]lco' (1.28) 
sin 6; z 
where z = {x-x •,)l hj ,z =\-z, q^{z) = z , 
' ' sin CO 
1^ (0) = 1^ (± 1) = 0,9, (z) is an odd function of z. 
Similarly in interval [Xj ,Xj+i] we obtain with j+1 replacing] in (1.28) 
S,{x)^zu.^,+Iu.+h]^,[q,{z)M.,,+q,{I)M.]lco' (1.29) 
Spline Relations 
For uniform mesh i.e. h=h j=h j+i, spline relations corresponding to (1.25) (i),(ii) 
may be obtained as : 
n 
{ii)am.^, +2j3m.+ccmj_, = ; (M.^, -M^ . , ) 
where 
m. =S[{XJ,T), M • ^SliXj,T),a = ^{Q) cosec co-\), 
CO 
P - —T{\-CO coi CO) 
CO 
(1.30) 
(1.31) 
The consistency relation for (1.30-(i)) leads to the equation 2a+2p=l, which 
may also be expressed as co/2= tan ((o/2).This equation has a zero root and an infinite 
no. of non-zero roots, the smallest positive root being 00=8.986818916... For 
— = tan — ?!: 0, a = (3 -\ I A. In this case spline relations (1.30) reduce to 
(Oy(M,, ,+2M,+M^._, ) = ^^«^. 
(") — (/^  />: + 2m . + w^ ._, = (w .^ , - «...) 
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For ©->0, (a,P) -^(1/6,1/3) and qi(z)/co^->qo(z)/6 so that the equation (1.30) reduces 
to the corresponding cubic spUne relation (1.25). 
1.7.2 Cubic Spline in Tension 
If the function S^{X,T) is a parametric cubic spline satisfying the following 
differential equation in sub interval [xj_^,Xj], 
SI (x, T) - TS, (X, T) = [SI (x^_,, r) - TS, (X ..,, r)] ^ ^ + 
(1.33) 
[x-x- ,) 
[S"{x^,T)-TS,ix.,T)r '-' 
where r > 0 is a tension factor, 5^{x •) - u .,S'^{x •) = m • ,S'l{x •) = M • , 
then5^(x,r)is termed as 'cubic spline in tension'. See Rubin and Graves [98], 
Schweikert [108], Aziz [14]). 
Solving (1.33) and using interpolatory conditions at x j and x j.i , we obtain 
S^(x,r)=^zUj+zu^_,+h][q^{z)Mj+q^{z)Mj_,yco^ (1.34) 
where z = {x-x.^)lh. ,z =l-z, co = yfTh:,q2{z) = z, 
sinh Q) 
-1 • ^2 (0) = ^2 (± 1) = 0' and /z. = Xj - Xj_, 
Similarly in interval [xj ,Xj+i] we obtain 
5 J x , r ) = zw „^ +zu^+h]^,[q2{z)Mj^, + q,{z)M .]/co' (1.35) 
where z = {x-x.)/h. ,z =\-z, o) ^ Vr/;^.„, h.^^ = x.,, - x , 
Spline Relations 
For uniform mesh i.e.,h=h j=h j+i, the following spline relations are obtained: 
+ 6) ^^'^^^ 
{ii)am,,, +2j3m. +am.^, =— (w^ .^ , -«,_,) 
where a = —j(\-co cosechQ}),^ = —r{(o co\hco-\),co - h^r 
CO 0) 
wheno) ^0,{a,/3)-^ (1/6,1/3), and q^{z)/co^ -^ q^iz)/6, so that the equations 
(1.34), (1.35) and (1.36) reduces to the cubic spline relations. 
1.7.3 Adaptive Cubic Spline 
If the function S^{x,co)\s a parametric cubic spline satisfying the following 
differential equation 
aSl{x,o))-bS'^ix,a)) = ^^^^iaM.-bm^ + ^^^{aM.,-bm.,) (1.37) 
h. h. 
where x._^ <x<x.,a and b are constants, 
S^{x-,co) = ntj, Si^{Xj,Q))- M ., hj =x.-Xj_^, and co>0,then S^{x,(o) 
is termed as 'adaptive cubic spline'. 
Solving (1.37) and using the interpolatory constants 5'^ (jr ._|,ft;) = u ._^, 
S^{x •,o)) = u ., we have 
I 2 , 2 
S,{x,a>) = A. + B.e'-' -^[p,{coz){M . -^m.)] + ^[p,{-coz){M ._, -^m,_,)] 
0) h- CD h 
(1.38) 
where 
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X — X bh • 
z = —,co - — - , z =\-z,p^_(z) = \ + z + jz', 
h • a 
I 
h] CO 
A^ie" -\) = -u.+u.,_,e'' --^[{p,{o))-e''){M .-ym.)] 
I 
I 2 
(0 hj 
The function S^{x,co) on the interval [Xj, Xj+i] is obtained with j+1 replacing j in 
equation (1.38). 
Spline Relations 
For uniform mesh i.e h j=h j+i=h, the condition of continuity of first or second 
derivative of SA(X,CO) at Xj yields the following equation: 
n n 
(M^_,-^m^._, )e-- [p , ( -6 ;K-l ] = - ^ [ e - ' " M . , , - ( l + e-'")M,.+u,..,] (1.39) 
n h 
It may be noted that the continuity of first derivative of SA(X,OL)) implies that of second 
derivative and vice-versa. We obtain the following relations: 
(/>^_, =-h{A,M ._, +A^Mj) + iuj -Uj_,)lh 
{ii)mj =h{A^Mj_^ +A^Mj) + {u^ -Uj_^)lh 
och {iii) — M._^ =-{A,m._, +A^mj) + B,iUj -u._,)lh 
och {iv)--Mj =(A^m._, +A^mj) + B^iuj-Uj_,)/h 
2co 
where 
(1.40) 
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' 4 2co ' 4 ' 2a; 
4^ ^ 2cy ' 4 ' ' 20) 
B, = - ( l - a ) , f i , = — ( l + a ) , a = coth 
' 2 ' 2 2 0) 
We also have 
• 2 . h'[A,M .^,+{A, + A,)M ^ + A,M ,_,] = S'u ^ (1.41) 
5,M ,^, - ( 5 , +B,)u.+B,u._, =h[A,m^,,+{A,+A,)m. + A,m^_,] (1.42) 
For 0)^0 (i.e. bh/a->0 ),then we have a =0,a /co=l/6 ,Ai=A4=l/3, A2=A3=l/6, 
Bi=-B2=l/2, and the spline function given by (1.38) reduces into cubic spline. 
1.8 Quintic Spline Functions 
We consider a mesh A with nodal points x j on [a, b] such that 
A : a = XQ < x, < 2^ < ....^„_, < ^„ -b, where h - x. -x^-., for j - l(l)iV. Also we 
denote a function value u(Xj) by u j . 
Definition 1.3 
A quintic spline function SA (X), interpolating to a function u(x) defined on [a, 
b] is such that 
(i) In each interval [Xj.i,x j], SA(X) is a polynomial of degree at most five. 
(ii)The first, second, third and fourth derivafives of SA(X) are continuous on [a, b] 
Thus, we may write in [x j-i, x j], 
C W = ^ ^ , - , + - ^ F , =z-F.., +zF^., (1.43) 
where Fj=5i'*(x.). 
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Integrating (1.43) four times with respect to x and using the conditions 
S^ (x.) = w,., Si (x. ) = M.,i = J, 7 - 1 , we obtain 
I 2 r 4 
S^(x) = zUj+ zu ._, + — [^ 3{z)Mj + q,{z)Mj_,]-^—[q,{z)F^+q,{z)F._,] 
where (1-44) 
z = -^,z=— or z=\-z,q^{z)-z - z , 
h h 
q,{z) = z'-{\QIZ)z'+{V3)z,q,{Q) = q,{0) = Q,q,{±\) = q,{±\) = 0,q,{±4lh) = 0 
The function SA(X) in interval [Xj,Xj^^\\s obtained withj+1 replacing j in (1.44) as 
I 2 7 4 
S^{x) = u.z + u.^,z + —[q,{z)M.+q,{z)M.^,] + —{q,{z)F^+q,{z)F,,,] 
X ~ X 
where z = -, z=\-z (1-45) 
h 
Spline Relations 
The continuity of the first, second, third and fourth derivatives at x=x j requires 
S,ix.-) = S,{x.+),Sl(x.-) = Sl{x^+),S['\x-) = Si'\x.+) and Si'\x^-) = S['\x^+) 
Differentiating successively equations (1.44) and (1.45) and putting x=x j , we obtain 
the following one sided derivatives at x=x j . 
(l)S,(x.-)^Uu^-u._J + ^ (2M.+M._J-~(8F. + 7F._,),j = l(l)N. 
n o 360 
{2)S,(x.+) = ^{u.^,-u.)-^{2M,+M.J + ~(8F.+7F.^,),j = 0i\)N-\ 
(3)Slix.-)^M.=Slix^+) 
i4)S['\x,-) = UM.-M._,) + ^ {F.^,+2F.) 
n 0 
(5)5i^ '(x^+) = i(M^,, -M^.)-^(F^., +2F,) 
{6)Si'\x-) = F,=Si:\x^+) (1.46) 
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The continuity of first derivative implies 
M,,, +4M. +M,_,=-^(u.^, -lu. +«..,) + ^ ( 7 F , , , +16F^. + 7F,_,),y := l(l)yV-1 
(1.47) 
and the continuity of the third derivative impHes, 
M^,, - 2 M . +M,_, : . ^ ( F . „ +4F^, +F.. ,) , y=l(l)A^-l (1.48) 
0 
subtracting (1.48) from (1.47) and dividing by 6 we obtain 
^ . = ^ ( V . - 2 " . + " / - : ) - ^ ( ^ / - +8F, +^/-.) (^-49) 
Elimination of Mj's between (1.48) and (1.49) leads to the following useful relation: 
120 
;^>2 +26F^., +66F. +26F.., +Fj_,=-^{u .^,-Au .^, +6u. -4«, . , +M^..3),7 = 2(1)A^ - 2 
n 
(1.50) 
The following additional spline relations may be obtained 
{i)m.=j^{2u.^, +3uj-6u._, +u^_,)-^{2Fj,, +33F. +24F,_, +F^_,) 
(")^v = ^(^M - 3 " , +3«;_, - « . - 2 ) - ^ ( ^ / . , - 33F . -27F^._, -F^._,) (1.51) 
We define A by AWj= W.^^ + 26W.^, + 66W. + 26W._^ + W^_,_ for any function 
W evaluated at the mesh points. Then we have the following relations connecting u and 
its derivatives (see Fyfe [47]). 
(i)Am^ --(w^.^2 +10M.„ -10«^._, -UJ_,) 
20 {ii)AM. =—(w +2u.,, - 6 M . +2M. , +u.^) 
{iii)AT^ =—(w.^, -2M^.^, +2M.. , -U ) 
n 
23 
120 {iv)AF.=—{u.^, - 4u . „ +6u. -Au._, +«,_,) (1.52) 
n 
where m, = S\{x .\M i = S'^ix^T^ ^ S'l\x.) and F.^S['\x,) 
1.9 Parametric Quintic Spline Functions 
Definition 1.4 
A function SA(X,T) of class C''[a,b] , which interpolates u(x) at the mesh points 
Xj, j =1(1)N, depends on a parameter T,reduces to ordinary quintic spline SA(X) in [a, b] 
as T—>0 is termed a parametric quintic spline function. Since the parameter t can occur 
in SA(X,T) in many ways such a spline is not unique.The three parametric quintic 
splines derived from quintic spline by introducing the parameter in three different ways 
are termed as 'parametric quintic spline-F, 'parametric quintic spline-IF and 'adaptive 
quintic spline'. 
1.9.1 Parametric Quintic Spline-I 
If SA(X,T)= SA(X) is a parametric quintic spline satisfying the following 
differential equation in the interval [x j.i, x j], 
n h 
= QjZ + Q._,z, (1.53) 
where Qj= Fj W Mj , Sl{Xj) = M., S^^\x.)^ Fj and x >0 then it is termed 
'parametric quintic spline-F. 
Solving the differential equation (1.53) and determining the four constants of 
integration from the interpolatory conditions at x j and x j . | , we obtain 
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S^{x) = zu.+zu._^ + —[q^{z)M . + q^{z)M j_,] + {—Y CO -^q,iz)-q,{z) ]F^ + 
CO 
CO 
•q,(z)-q,{z) ]F.. , (1.54) 
where q3(z) and qi(z) are defined in section (1.6) and (1.7.1) respectively. 
In the same manner in [x^, x^ ,^ ] we obtain 
h^ _ h 
S^(X) = ZW, + Z M , „ + — [ ^ 3 ( z ) M ^ + 9 3 ( z ) M ^ . „ ] + ( - ) ' 
3! CO 
CO 
• 9 3 ( z ) - 9 i ( z ) K . I + 
(1). 
CO 
CO 
^3(z)-9,(z) ]F, (1.55) 
Spline Relations 
Continuity of the first and second derivatives implies that 
(1)M^.,,+4M.+A/,.., =—(«.„-2M.+M^..,)-6;2^(«,F^.„+2/?,F^.+a,F,_,) 
n 
(2) M .^„ -2M. +M._, = h\cxF^^, +ipFj +aF._,) (1.56) 
The consistency relafion for (1.56(ii)) leads to the equation — = tan— (see 1.7.1). 
From (1.56) we obtain 
1 
n 
(a, + ^)Fj,, + 2(/?, + ^)F^ + (a, + f )F,_, ] 
6 0 0 
(1.57) 
Substituting for Mj+i, Mj and Mj.i from (1.57) into (1.56) we arrive at the following 
useful relation 
P^/.2 +9^;.i +sF^ +qF +pF =-^5'u 
h 
we can also write (1.58) as KF. =-—-5'^u 
(1.58) 
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where the operator A is defined by 
Aw^  = p{w^^, + w ._2) + qiwj^, + Wj_,) 4- swj 
Multiplying (1.56(i)) by a and (1.56(ii)) by 6ai and adding, we get 
F. = i [{a + 6«, )M ,.„ + 4(« - 3a, )M. + 
(a + 6a, )M . . , - - ^ (M ,„ - 2M . + M ._,) ] 
n 
using (1.56(ii)) we obtain 
pM ^^, +qM .^, +sMj+qM^^,+pM.^, = 
-[a(M.,, +M^_,) + 2(yg-a)(w.„ +«,._,) +(2a-4/?)M J 
(1.59) 
h 2 
where p = a,+-,q = 2[U2a +j3)-ia, -/3,)],s = 2[\{a + A/3) + {a,-2/3,)], 
6 6 6 
1 ^ 1 . 1 J . ^ 1 J 
— (6; cos ec cy -1), p = — 
0) CO 
Some other spline relations are: 
a = —7(6;coseccy-l),y9 = ^ ( l - ( y c o t 6 ; ) , a , =—^-(--a),/?, = ^ ( - - y 9 ) 
CO' 6 CO' 3 
1 / 2 ' 
(l)m^ = - — («.,2 - 6 M . „ +3M. + 2M ._,) + —[/? F . , , +(/?„+2p)F,„ + (p + 2 p J F , + 2pF,. 
Ort O 
(VT, = •^("y>2 - 3",,, + 3M,. - M ._,) - h[p Fj^, + (;?„ - p + «)F,^, + (p - p„ + y5)F - pF,^ 
(1.60) 
: ( 3 ) / „ N _ -r f _ - I / / ? , ^ ^ w/yere 5,(x^) = m.,5i^'(x,) = r . and p,=2{P, + ^ ) 
6 
1 1 — 7 —8 
^5 r ^ O r/?ar isco^O, then (a,y9,a, ,y^,)->(-,- ,-—,—-)and(/?o,p,9,5) 
6 3 360 360 
-^ (8,1,26,66) the spline defined by (1.54) reduces into quintic spline (1.44) and 
the above spline relations reduce to corresponding ordinary quintic spline relations. 
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1.9.2 Parametric Quintic Spline-II 
If the function SA(X,T)= SA(X) is a parametric quintic spline satisfying the 
following differential equation in the interval [x j.i, x j], 
^ r W - r ^ ' ^ / ' W = ( F , - r ^ M , ) ^ ^ + ( F , _ , - r ^ A / ^ . . , ) ^ (1.61) 
where x >0, Q^= F^  -x^  Mj, then ^^(x) is termed as 'parametric quintic spline-IT. 
Solving and using interpolatory conditions for finding constants of integration 
we obtain 
_ /j2 _ h 
S^{x) = zu^ +zu._, +—[q,{z)M ^ + q,{z)M ^ _,] + {-)' ^2 ( 2 ) - — ^ 3 ( 2 ) K + 
CO 
co' 
92(^)-—'73(^) K-i 0-62) 
where co= x h ,q3(z) and q2(z) are defined in section (1.6) and (1.7.2) respectively. 
Spline Relations 
Continuity of the first and third derivatives yields the following spline relations 
n 
(2) M,,, -IM. +M._, =h\aF.^,+2pF. +aF._,) (1.63) 
Using (1.63) we obtain 
^ y = ; ^ («y> . -2 "y+«H) -^H PFJ.S^POFJ^PFM ] (1-64) 
Substituting for Mj+], Mj and Mj.) from (1.64) into (1.63) we arrive at the following 
useful relations 
pFn2+Gf,.^ +sF.+qF.^,+pF._,=~yu, (1.65) 
n 
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Multiplying (1.63(i)) by a and (1.63(ii)) by 6ai and adding, we get 
F, = ,,,r, \ ^ . [(« + 6«, )M ., + 4(a - 3«, )M . + 
(a + 6a,)M ._--f (M^,, -2U.+U ._,) ] 
using (1.63(ii)) we obtain 
pM -^, + qM .^, +sM .+ qM ._, + pM •^_^ = 
— [a(M .^,2 +u._,) + 2{/3-a){u^,, +«._,) +(2a-4/?)u J 
h 
Some other spline relations are: 
1 h' 
(l)m .^ = - — («,,, -6M^.„ +3U.+2U ) + —[pF,.,, +{Po+2p)F.^, +{p + 2pJF^+2pF^^ 
bit o 
(2)7, = -V (" ,>2 - 3«,., + 3^., - «,._,) - h[p Fj,, +(p^-p + a)F.^, +{p - p„ + P)F, - pF ^ _,] 
n 
(1.66) 
(1.67) 
where p = a , + ^ , 9 = 2[-(2a + y9)-(a,- /?,)] ,5 = 2[ - (a +4/?) + (a,-2y5,)], 
6 6 6 
—),a = —r-(l-(ycosec^(y),y9 = —: 
6 w CO 
— ( - - + a), ^, = — ( - -
ft) 6 (y 3 
p„ = 2(/?, + ^ ) , a -Y(l-(ycosec^( ), ^ - ( - l + <ycothcu), 
1 1 — 7 — 8 
^5 r - > 0 that is o)-^0, then (a,y5,a,,/?,) ^ ( - , - , — - , - — ) and (po,/?,-7,5) 
6 3 360 360 
-^ (8,1,26,66) the spline defined by (1.62) reduces into quintic spline (1.44) and 
the above spline relations reduce to corresponding ordinary quintic spline relations. 
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1.9.3 Adaptive Quintic Spline 
If the function SA(X,OO) is a parametric quintic spline satisfying the following 
differential equation in the interval [x j.i, x j], 
aSi'\x,o))-bS,''\x,co) = iaFj -bT.)^^^ + {aF^_, -bT._,)^^ (1.68) 
where X e [x y^^x ^],Sf\xj,co) ^Tj, Sl^\x.,o}) = Fj^ co = bh/a >0 ,a,b are constants, 
then S^^\x,co) is termed as 'adaptive quintic spline'. 
Solving (1.68) and using the interpolatory conditions we obtain 
S^{x,a)) = u-z + u,_,z + ;i,[^1 (z) + ^ 2{z)]M. -X,{(j),(z)e'' + (j)^(z)]M,_, + 
K(IM W I (z)(P2 (-6;)e" -1) + /I2(P2{-(o) -1)^2(z) - zp,{-co) + p,{-dz) - z] (1.69) 
where 
2 = ^ ^ , ^ = 1-2, Qj=F.--r., (o = —, yi.^=s\{x,M. 
h a a 
X,=Xh^lco\ A,=h'/o}\ (/),{z) = Q)^zz/2, ^^{z) = e""-ze'"-z I /•/! A ~ H / fit m I "7 X r— r$\ T'J I / ^y , 
,2 ^N 
. .. . r t' /l = ( e " - l ) " ' and ^^{t) = \ + t + -~ + - - + -
2! N\ 
The function 5^ (x, co) on the interval [x .^, Xj^^ ] is obtained with j+1 replacing j in (1.69). 
Spline Relations 
The condition of continuity of first and third derivative of SA(X,CO) at Xj yields 
the following equations: 
(/) (u .„ - 2u. + M ._,) = k,M.^, + k,M . + k,M._, + k,q.^, + k,q ^ + k,q ^ ^, 
{ii) MJ,, - (1 + e")M^ + e-'Mj_, =X,{[\- X{p,(«) -1)]^^,, + [A(p,{co)e" - p,(«)) - }]cj, 
+ [A(p.(-cy)-l)e'"+l]9^_,}/A, (1.70) 
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where k, ^{e'" -p,{(o)l,), k, = [e"'(p,(6;)-3) + (3-p,(-(y))]A,, k, =[e"p,{-co)-\]A„ 
-j 2 
^ 4 = - ^ [ - | - ( P 2 ( ^ ) - e ' ' ) + / l(P2(^)-l)(l + 6>-e" '+P4(^) -^- l ]> 
3 2 3 2 
k,=X,[-2a) + — + AQ)\\-—){l + e'')], and k, = l 2 [ — ^ ( ^ ^ ( - ( y K - 1 ) + 
3 4 2 
/l(p, (-dy) - mco -1)^'" +1] + p , (-6;) + o}-\] 
Since the condition for the continuity of the fourth and higher derivatives is same as 
that of the third derivative it follows that derivatives of aD order for the adaptive 
quintic sphne are continuous. 
For the sake of briefness, we omit error estimates for cubic and quintic sphnes. 
1.10 Sextic Spline Functions 
Let u(x) be a sufficiently differentiable function and u(x) be an approximation to 
u(x) obtained by a 'sextic sphne' Qi(x) passing through the points (xj.Uj )and (x.+ i, 
Uj+i).The sphne function S(x) can be written in the form of a sextic polynomial Q,(x) in 
each subinterval [x, Xi+i]along with the requirement that S(x)6 C^[a,b]. Let 
Q.{x)^a.ix-x.)'+b^ix-x.y +c.{x-x,y +d.ix-x,y +e.{x-x.y- +f,{x-x,) + g,, 
i = 0(l)N. (1.71) 
The set of sextic polynomials, using a different polynomial in each subinterval 
[X|,X|+i] defines a smooth approximation to u(x). We further require that the values of 
the first, second, third, fourth and fifth order derivatives be the same for the pair of 
sexfics that join at each point (Xj Ui). We determine the seven coefficients of (1.71) in 
ft 
terms of u,,u,+i, m,,M„ MH, ,Fi,Fi+i where we write Q. {x-) = M^, g/^'Cx,) = F 
and Q^  (x^) = m.,Xje[xi,Xi+i].Using the seven equafions namely 
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(0 Q,U,) = ", (ii) a U,v, )=",-., 
(iii) Q,'(x.) = m, (iv) Q"ix.) = M. 
(v)a"( ,^.,)=A ,^>, (vi)er(^,)=^ 
(vii)!2/ ' ' (x, , ,)-F,„ 
we obtain via a long but straightforward calculation 
_ (u,„ -u,) m, (M,„ +2M,) ^ (7F,,. 4-8F,) 
""' 3/2" 3/z' I8/1' 1080/?' 
_ -(t.,,, -u,) ^ m, ^ (M,.., +2M,.) (4i^.„ +11F,) 
h' h' eh' 360// 
^ _ 5(u,,, -u , ) 5/n, (2M,.„ +13M,) ^ //(F,,, -4F,) 
3/z' 3/?' 18/2 216 
e , = ^ , f , =m,,g, =«,., i = 0(l)N. 
(1.72) 
From the continuity of the first, third and fifth derivative at the point x = x,, we 
derive the relations respectively 
"' /! 6 360 
m+m - ^ " - ""-^ /^(2M,,, +21M, +7M,„) ^ h\F,^, -9F, +2/^,,) 
'"' h 30 360 
^ 4 . ^ K ^ . - " - ) /'(M,,, 4-3M, +2M,.,) //^(4f:.„ +21f; +5f;.,,) 
m, + m- , — 1 (1-'-^J 
h 6 360 
From (1.73),(1.74) and (1.75) we obtain on equating the right sides of the equality sign 
/z^(M,,,+13M,+M,.,) / /^(/^,,-8F,+F,.,) 
u , . , - 2 . , 4-.,._,= ^^ ^^^ (1.76) 
"' ' '"' 6 180 
From (1.76) and (1.77) we deduce 
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We now eliminate Mj, j =i,i ±1 from (1.76) using (1.78) to obtain the recurrence 
reJation 
A ^ A h\F.,+56F.,+2A6E+56F.^,+F.^,). ^^, ^, 
",-2 -4w,_, +6M, -4M,^, +U,^, =^^^ '-' ^^^ ' '-^ ~,i = 2(1)N^2 
360 
(1.80) 
We also obtain the following useful relation 
, o io o /!'(M,. ,+56M, ,+246M.+56M,^,+M. 0 
",_, + 8M,., -1 8M, + 8M,^ , + M.^ , = '-' '^ •- -^ '-^ (1.81) 
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CHAPTER-II 
SPLINE METHODS FOR SOLUTION OF SINGULARLY 
PERTURBED BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider a second order singularly perturbed boundary value 
problem of the form 
£ u" = p{x)u'+ q(x)u + r{x), u{a) = aQ,u{b)-a^ (2.1) 
where p(x),q(x),r(x) are smooth, bounded, real functions and e is a parameter such that 
0< s « 1 . It is known that problem (2.1) exhibits boundary layers at one or both ends 
of the interval depending on the properties of the function p [13]. 
The approximate solution of boundary-value problems with a small parameter 
affecting highest derivative of the differential equation is described. It is a well known 
fact that the solution of singularly- perturbed boundary-value problem exhibits a 
multiscale character. That is, there is a thin layer where the solution varies rapidly, 
while away from the layer the solution behaves regularly and varies slowly. This class 
of problems has recently gained importance in the literature for two main reasons. 
Firstly, they occur frequently in many areas of science and engineering, for example, 
combustion, chemical reactor theory, nuclear engineering, control theory, elasticity, 
fluid mechanics etc. A few notable examples are boundary-layer problems, WKB 
Theory, the modelling of steady and unsteady viscous flow problems with large 
Reynolds number and convective heat transport problems with large Peclet number. 
Secondly, the occurrence of sharp boundary-layers as 8, the coefficient of highest 
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derivative approaches zero, creates difficulty for most standard numerical schemes. 
There exist a variety of techniques for solving singularly perturbed boundary value 
problems [13,37,64-66,82,97,112-115].The application of exponential splines for 
numerical solution of singularly perturbed boundary-value problems has been 
described in many papers [57,77,111-112,114]. The numerical solution of two-point 
boundary-value problems using splines has been considered by many authors; see [3,6-
9,17-20,54,56,59] and references therein. 
The use of cubic splines for the solution of (regular) linear two-point boundary 
- value problems in the absence of first derivative terms was suggested by Bickley [17]. 
Later, Fyfe [46] discussed the application of deferred corrections to the method 
suggested by Bickley, by considering again the case of (regular) linear boundary-value 
problems. 
However, it is well known since then that the cubic spline method of Bickley 
gives only 0( h^ )convergent approximations. But cubic spline itself is a fourth - order 
process [89]. Hence it is natural to look for a fourth order spline solution. In 
comparison with the finite difference methods, spline solution has its own advantages. 
For example, once the solution has been computed, the information required for spline 
interpolation between mesh points is available. This is particularly important when the 
solution of the boundary - value problem is required at various locations in the interval 
[a,b]. An important instance is the use of an automatic plotter that frequently requires 
interpolation at great many intermediate points. 
In this chapter we obtain three methods Ki, K2 and K3 for the solution of 
singularly perturbed boundary value problems. The method K] is based on a uniformly 
convergent uniform mesh difference scheme using cubic spline in compression for the 
solution of (2.1). The main idea is to use the condition of continuity as a discretization 
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equation for (2.1). The advantage of our second and fourth order methods is higher 
accuracy with the same computational effort. Kadalbajoo and Bawa [64] give a second 
order method which becomes a special case of our method. Our scheme for the 
corresponding problem [i.e. taking 8= 1 in (1)] with p(x)= 0 and a=l/6, p=l/3 reduces 
to the Bickley scheme for uniform mesh. Analysis of the method shows that it has 
second order convergence for arbitrary a,P such that a+P=l/2 and fourth order 
convergence for a= 1/12,p= 5/12. In section 2.2, we have given derivation of the 
method and in section 2.3 convergence of the method has been discussed. Section 2.4 
contains numerical illustrations and results are compared with the method of 
Kadalbajoo and Bawa[64] to demonstrate the efficiency of the method, see Table 2.1-
2.2. 
The method K2 is similar to the method K| except that we take a non-uniform 
mesh. Because of the presence of boundary -layers, difficulties are experienced in 
solving problems of the above type using numerical methods with uniform mesh. In 
order to get a good approximation, a fine mesh is required in the boundary-layer 
region. The method of Kadalbajoo and Bawa [64] becomes a special case of our 
method if we take a=l/6, P=l/3. In section 2.5, we have given derivation of the 
method. In Section 2.6 we have solved two examples and results are compared with 
those of Kadalbajoo and Bawa [64] to demonstrate the efficiency of our method, see 
Table 2.3-2.4. 
In the method K3, we consider the self-adjoint singularly perturbed problem 
Lu = -Eu"+ p(x) u = f(x), p(x) > p > o , (2.2) 
a < X < b, u(a) = a , u(b) = a 
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where we take p(x) = p = constant. We have obtained a fourth order method based on 
quintic spUne. In section 2.7,we present the formulation of our method. To retain the 
bandwidth of the coefficient matrix as five, we develop fourth order boundary 
equations in section 2.8. We establish the convergence of our method in section 2.9, 
and section 2.10 contains the numerical results and discussion that confirm the 
theoretical behaviour of our method. 
2.2 The Method K, 
Let X = a, X = b, x = a + ih, h = (b - a) / N 
o N I 
SubstitutingfMj =/7(x,)«' +9(X,.)M,. +r(x,), in spline relation (1.30) and using the 
following approximations for first derivative of u. 
w, s(w,^i -w,_,)/2/i (2.3) 
",., s(3w,^,-4M,+«,._,)/2// (2.4) 
«,_ , '=(-« , , ,+4M,-3M,. , ) /2 / j (2.5) 
we get the following system which may be solved to get the approximations Ui ,U2 
,....,UN-I ofthe solufions u(x) at XI,X2,....,XN-I. 
3 a 
{-£ + a h'q,_, --ahp,_, - J3hp, + - V,>,)",-, + (2f + 2^'q^ + 2ahp^_, -lahp.^,)M, + 
{-e + ah'q^^, ~ f ^^'-' + ^^P' + 2'^^'^'^"'^' " ~^'^^'-' ^^^'' ' ^^'*'•*'' " ^^^^^ "^ ^ '^^ ^ 
with u(a) = a^, u(b) = a^  ,where Pi=p(xi), qi=q(Xi), ri=r(xi), i -0(1 )N. 
2.3 Convergence of the Method Ki 
Putting the tridiagonal system (2.6) in matrix-vector form, 
AU +h2DR = C (2.7) 
in which A = (a. ) is tridiagonal and diagonally dominant matrix of order N-1, with 
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ai,j+i= coefficient of u.^,in (2.6), 
a = coefficient of u. in (2.6), 
ai,i-i = coefficient of u^  j in (2.6), 
and ° = (^i''"2' ' ' ' N - I ) 
where r, =-h\ar^_, +2pr, + or,,,) ^ i=i(i) N-1 
andU = (u,,U2, ,u^.,)^ 
The tridiagonal matrix D is given by 
i=l(l)N-2 
i=l(l)N-l 
i-2(l)N-l 
D 
2P 
a 
0 
a 
2P 
a 
0 
a 
2P a 
andC = (c,,0,0 0, c^.,) T 
a 2p a 
0 a 2py 
where c, = (e-ah^ q^  + (3/2)ahp^ +php, -(a/2) hp^) a„ - h^ar^ 
c^., = (s-ah2 q^ + (a/2)hp^ 2" Php^., - (3/2) ahp^) a, - h^ar^ 
Also, we have 
AU + h^DR = T (h) + C 
where U = (u(x,), u(x2), Mx^.,))^ 
denotes the exact solution vector and 
(2.8) 
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T(h) = (T (h), T fh),.. ..,T , (h))^ is the local truncation error vector 
, v - - / > - 2 ^ " ' N-1 
Where T ( h ) = ( - l + 1 2 « ) ^ M ' ^ ' ( ^ , ) + (-l + 3 0 « ) ^ « ' ^ ' ( ^ , ) , x ^ , < ^ _ < x , ^ , 
(2.9) 
for any choice of a and P whose sum is l/2,except a=l/12, P= 5/12. For the choice of 
a - 1/12, p= 5/12 
T.(h) = (8h6/240) u(6) (^.), x.^ <%.< x^ ,^ (2.10) 
From (2.7) and (2.8), we get 
A{U -U) = T{h) 
AE = T(h) (2.11) 
where E = [ / -U ={Q^,&^, ,Q^J^ 
Clearly S, = Y.^,j = 8+ 2ph2q^ + (3/2) ahp^- (a/2)hp2+ ah^q^ + php^ 
7=1 
Sj = Z'^/./ = h^ K . , + 2Pq. + aq.^,) = h2B_, i = 2(1) N-2 
7 = 1 
A'-l 
SN-, = Z«^-..7 = ^ + ^ ^\.2 + (a/2)hp^ ^ - php^ , -(3/2) ahp^ + 2ph2q^ 
7=1 
In the following cases 
Case I p(x) = 0, q(x) > o 
Case II p(x) > o, q(x) > o 
Case III p(x) < o, q(x) > o 
Case IV p(x) > o, q(x) =o 
Case V p(x) < o, q(x) = o 
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we can choose h sufficiently small so that the matrix A is irreducible and monotone 
-1 [50]. It follows that A exists and its elements are non-negative. Hence from equation 
(2.11), we have 
E = A"'T(h) (2.12) 
Also from the theory of matrices we have 
B: 
X«,,,S, = 1, k=l( l )N-l 
i=\ 
_ -1 
where a ,^. is the (k,i) element of the matrix A . 
Therefore T f l , , <1 / min 5, ^\/{h'B. )<\lh' 
^ ^ *•' \<i<N-\ ' '" 
(=1 
for some i between 1 and N-1 
o 
From (2.9), (2.12) and (2.13), we have 
e,= li«/,- T.(h), j = 1(1) N-1 
1=1 
and therefore 
\e.\<Kh'/\B.\, j = 1(1) N-1 
where K is a constant independent of h. 
Therefore ||E|| = 0(h2) 
However, for the choice of parameters a= 1/12, p =5/12 
|ej <^ /^V |5 , | , j = 1(1) N-1 
Therefore ||E|| = ©(h^) 
We summarise above results in the following theorem: 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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Theorem 2.1: The method given by equation (2.6) for solving the boundary value 
problem (2.1) for q(x) >o and sufficiently small h gives a second order convergent 
solution for arbitrary a,p with a+p = 1/2 and a fourth order convergent solution for a= 
l/12,p = 5/12. 
2.4 Numerical Illustration and Discussion of Method Ki 
We have implemented our method on one example which supports the 
theoretical analysis for second and fourth order convergence. The maximum error at 
the nodal points, max |u(x.)-u | is tabulated in Tables 2.1-2.2 for different values of the 
parameters 8,N, a and p. 
Example2.1: eu"= u + cos^ (nx) + 2en^ cos (27rx) 
u(0) = u(l) = 0 
The exact solution is given by 
u(x) = [exp (-(l-x)/V8) + exp (-x Ne)] / [1 + exp (-1/Ve)] -cos^{nx) 
since p(x)= 0 and q(x) s i > 0, the boundary layer exists at both ends. 
2.5 The Method K2 
I - 1 
Let XQ =a,x^ =b,x. =a + ^hi^,h^ = x^ ,^ -x^ 
k=0 
We can easily obtain the spline relations for non-uniform mesh similar to (1.30) 
as 
(6!rV,M,., + {h, + V,)/?M, + a/z,M,„) = ^•^'^'"^'•' - ^y-~y-^^, i=l(l)N-l (2.19) 
where a=(co cosecco-l)/co^ ,P=(1- <» cotco)/(o^ 
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For obtaining second order approximations of the first order derivative at the 
nodal points in terms of approximate values Uj of u(x) at x, ,we take Taylor series 
expansion for u around Xj and neglecting third and higher order terms, we get the 
following approximations 
M,' -[1//2,(1 + cT,.)][«,.„ +ial - I K -afu,._J 
and U: = 2a,//^/(l + o-, )][«,„ - ( 1 + C7,)M, +C7,M,.,] 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
where a- =h^/h•_^ is the mesh ratio. 
Again with help of Taylor series and using (2.20) and (2.21) we get the 
following approximations for u'-^^and u'._^ 
uJ, =[l//!,(l + CT,)][(2cr, +1)M,„ -(CT, +1)^«, +C7;«,_,] 
U,_,' =[l//2,(l + 0-,)][-M,^, +(C7, +!) '« , -Cr,(c7, +2)M,_,] 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
Substituting eM^= p{x^)u'. +q{x-)u.+r{x-),m spline relation (2.19) and 
using equations (2.20),(2.22) and (2.23)for the first order derivatives,we get the 
following system which gives the approximations Ui,U2 ,....,UN.I of the solution u(x) at 
XI,X2,....XN-1. 
0-, (l + o-,) (l + o-,) ",-: + 
f(l + (T,) + ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ A ' ^a^ll^h,p^_^ + A ^ ^ P , -a//,(l + c7,)p,, ]«, + 
(T. O: 
-e^ra\\]q.^^ -a 
hf 
cr,(l + cT,) G. (1 + a,) 
(7: CT: ri^ccTM 
z = l(l)A^-l (2.24) 
with u(a) = a u(b) = a ,where pi=p(xi), q,=q(xi), ri=r(x,), i =0(1 )N 
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2.6 Numerical Illustrations and Discussion of Method K2 
We have implemented our method on two examples and compared the results 
with the method of Kadalbajoo [64]. The maximum absolute error at the nodal points, 
max |u(x )-u I is tabulated in Tables 2.3-2.4 for different values of the parameters e, N, 
i i 
a, a and p. To illustrate the method (2.24) we choose the mesh ratio a^ = h,/ h^ ., and 
N be the number of mesh points in the interval [a,b]. For simplicity we take cr, = a ,a 
constant. 
h,^{(b-a){a-l)/{cx' -\),a^\ 
Therefore given the values of N and a, we can choose ho from above and h,'s can be 
obtained as hj = a hi.|,i =1(1)N 
Example 2.2: EU"= U + cos^ {nx) + 2en^ cos (27TX) 
u(0) = u(l) = 0 
the exact solution is given by 
u(x) = [exp (-(l-x)/Vs) + exp (-x /Ve)] / [1 + exp (-1/Vs)] -cos^{nx) 
since p(x)= 0 and q(x) =1 > 0, the boundary layer exists at both ends. First, we consider 
the halfinterval [0,0.5] and take h„ = 0.5(cr-l)/(o-'"' - 1 ) , hi = a hi.,, 
i =1(1)N/2-1 with a >l,where N(even) is the total number of mesh points. Then we 
take the mirror image of [0,0.5] in the other half interval [0.5,l].This ensures a finer 
mesh in the boundary layer region at both ends. 
Example 2.3: eu"= -u' + 1+ 2x , 
u(0)=0,u( l)=l 
the exact solution is given by 
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u(x) = X (X+1-2E)+(2S-1)[1 -exp (-x /e)] / [1 -exp (-l/e)] 
Since p(x)=-l< 0, the boundary layer exists near the left end, so we take 
h^ = ((J -l)/(cr^ -1 ) , a >1, hi = a hj.,, i =1(1)N-1 
This ensures more mesh points in the boundary layer region near the left end of the 
interval. 
2.7 The Method K3 
At the mesh points x. = a+jh, j = 2(1) N - 2 the differential equation (2.2) can be 
discretized by using the quintic spline relations (1.52) to obtain 
(ph2 - 20E) a^2 + 2 (ISph^ - 20e) a^, + 6(1 Iph^ + 20s) u^  + 2(13ph2 - 208) u^ ^ 
+ (ph2 - 20s) u^  2 = h2 (f^^+ 26 f^,+ 66 f.+ 26 f ,+ y , j = 2 (1) N-2 (2.25) 
2.8 Development of the Boundary Equations 
We develop the fourth order boundary equations at x= 0 as follows: 
Let T^(h) = k3 U3+ k2 U2+ kiUi + k2 uo+ k^ u.i+ z^H\n^' +^,u," +\ \x{+'ki U3") 
-h2 (f^  + 26f2 +66f,+ 26fQ+ f,) 
We replace the fictitious values u.i and f.i by 4 UQ- 6 ui+ 4 U2 - U3 and 
4 fo-6 fi+4 f2-f3 respectively to get 
T^(h) = k3 U3+ k2 U2+ kiUi + k2 uo+ k3 (4 uo-6 ui+4 U2 - U3)+Eh2(>,^ UQ" +^,u," + 
X^ n^'+Xi U3" ) -h2 [f^  + 26f2 +66f,+ 26fQ+(4 fo-6 f,+4 h - h )] 
where k^  = 66ph2 + 120E, k^  = 26ph2 - 40E, k^  = ph2 - 20E , so that 
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T^(h) - -120gU2 + 240gu, - 120sUo + eh2;,3U3"+ zh^ (X^ + 30) u^" 
+eh2 (^, + 60) u,"+£h2 (XQ + 30) u^ ," (2.26) 
By using Taylor series and comparing coefficients of \^ \ V ' V '"o -
we get X^ = -20, X, = 40^2 = -20, X^ = 0 
Putting these values in (2.26), we get the first fourth order boundary equation as 
(ph2 - 12E)U2 +(10ph2 + 24e)ui =h^ (f^  + lOf, + f^)-a, (ph^ - 12E) + 0(h6), (2.27) 
Similarly, the boundary equation at other end is 
(10ph2 + 24£)u^., +(ph2 - 12e)u^.2= ^^ (^ N + ^O^N-I + ^w-a)' «• (P^^ "^28) +0{h^) 
(2.28) 
2.9 Convergence of the Method K3 
Putting the pentadiagonal system (2.25) in matrix-vector form, we have 
AU- h2DF = C (2.29) 
where A = (a. ) is a pentadiagonal, diagonally dominant matrix of order N -1, with 
'J 
a. j+i^  = coefficient of u.+^ in (2.25), k = 0, 1, 2 
F = (f f f f )T 
^ r 2' N-2' N-K 
andU = (u,,U2, ,u^_2'Vi)"^ 
D 
10 
26 
1 
1 
66 
26 
26 
66 26 
26 66 26 
10 
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and C = (0^,0^,0, ' 0 ' V 2 ' V i ^ ^ 
where c = h^f - (ph^ -128) a 
1 O ( 
c, = h^f -(ph^ - 2 0 E ) a 
2 
c = 0 , f o r i - 3 ( l ) N - 3 
V2 = h2f^-(Ph^-20s)«. 
Also, we have 
AU-h2DF = T(h) + C (2.30) 
where U= (u(x,), u(xj, , u(x^ ,))T 
r ' ^ 2 " ' ^ N-i 
denotes the exact solution and the local truncation error vector 
T(h)-(t,(h),t^(h), t^,(h))T 
where t (h) are defined as follows: 
J 
/, (h) = s[-\2u{xj + 24M(X, ) -\2uix2) + h^u\x^) + \Oh^u''{x,) + h^u''{x,)] 
/.(h) = £[-20u{x._^)-40uiXj_,) + 120M(X^.)-40M(X.^,)-20u{x^^,) + h-u"{x._,) + 
26h'-u"{Xj_,) + 66h'u''{x.) + 26h''u"{Xj^,) + h'u"(x.^,)], j = 2{\)N - 2 (2.31) 
r^., (h) = 4 - 1 2 M ( X ^ ) + 24u{x^_^) - 12w(Xjv_2) + h^u"{Xj^) + \Oh-u'{Xf^_^) + h-u"{x^_,)] 
Using Taylor's formula with integral representation of the remainder, namely 
u{x„^,) = t^-^"'\xJ+^-^]i\-tru^^^^\x„+jht)dt, 
repeatedly in (2.31) yields ,after some variable changes of the form s = ±jt 
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t, ^Eh'\G,{sy\x^+hs)ds, 
0 
2 
;, =eh' \GAsW{x^+hs)dsJ = 2{\)N-2 (2.32) 
- 2 
2 
/^_, =eh'\G,{s)u''\x,+hs)ds 
0 
where the kernels Gj(s) are given by 
G,(5) = - — ( 2 - 5 ) ' + — ( 2 - 5 ) \ 1 < 5 < 2 , 
10 384 
= — ( 2 - 5 ) ' + — ( 2 - 5 ) ' + - ( l - 5 ) ' + - ( l - 5 ) \ 0 < 5 < l 
10 384 5 3 
G,(5) = G,(-5) = - i ( 2 - 5 ) ' + i ( 2 - 5 ) M < 5 < 2 
6 6 
= - - ( 2 - 5 ) ' + - ( 2 - 5 ) ' - - ( l - 5 ) ' + — ( 1 - 5 ) \ 0 < 5 < 1 
6 6 3 3 
It is easily established that Gi(s) > 0 for i =1,2 so that, by the second law of 
means 
t.=-^-h'u^'\^.\ x^, <^ . <x., , ,y = 2(l)A^-2 (2.33) 
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From (2.29) and (2.30) we have 
A(U^U) = AE = T{h) (2.34) 
where E=U -U =i^^,e^, ,e^ ,)^ 
Clearly, the row sums 81,82, , SN-I of A are 
S, = X«M = llph2+12s=X«.-,,,=S^_, 
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S r Z«2,, = 119ph2+ 20E = X«^-2,/ = S .^2 
/ / 
S^= Z^M =120ph2, i = 3(l)N-3 
7 
If we choose h to be 0(Ve ), then A becomes irreducible and monotone [50]. It 
follows that A exists and its elements are non-negative. Hence, from (2.34) we have 
E = A'T(h) (2.35) 
Also, from the theory of matrices we have 
Xa,,,S^ = l , k = l ( l ) N - l (2.36) 
_ -1 
where a^, is the (k;,i) element of the matrix A . 
Therefore, Y a,. <1/ min 5, =!/(/?'5, ) i=] 
where fi = —- min 5", > 0 for some i between 1 and N-1 
From (2.33),(2.35) and (2.36) we have 
^r^^^' Tj(h), j = l ( l )N-l 
and therefore 
\e\<Kh'/B., j = 1(1) N-1 
where K is a constant independent of h. 
It follows that ||E|| = 0(h4) 
We summarise above results in the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.2: The method given by equation (2.25) for solving the boundary-value 
problem (2.2) for sufficiently small h, gives a fourth-order convergent solution. 
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2.10 Numerical Results and Discussion of Method K3 
We have implemented our method on four test problems. The maximum errors 
and error at mid points, are tabulated in Tables 2.5-2.8 for different values of the 
parameters 8, and N. In table 2.5,we have compared our results with the methods of 
[64,111,112,114]. To illustrate computationally the fourth order convergence of the 
scheme (2.25), we consider the following examples of singular two point boundary 
value problems. The numerical calculations were carried out on ALPHA-VMS 3000/4 
AS Computer at the Computer Centre, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, using 
double precision arithmetic in order to reduce the round -off errors to a minimum. 
Example 2.4 
-su"+ u = - cos^ (TIX) - 2E71^ COS (27rx) 
u(0) = u(l) = 0 
the exact solution is given by 
u(x) = [exp (-(l-x)/Ve) + exp (-x /Ve)] / [1 + exp (-1/Vs)] -COS2(7TX) 
Example 2.5 
-su"+ u = 1+2 Ve [ exp (-x /Ve) + exp((x-l)/Ve)] 
u(0) = u(l) = 0 
the exact solution is given by 
u(x) = l-(l-x) exp (-X /Ve)-x exp((x-l)/Ve) 
Example 2.6 
-eu"+ 4 u = 4+2 Ve [ exp (-x /Ve) + exp((x-l)/Ve)]-3(l-x) exp (-x /Ve) 
-3x exp((x-l)/Ve) 
u(0) = u(l) = 0 
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the exact solution is given by 
u(x) = l-(l-x) exp (-X /Ve)-x exp((x-l)/Ve) 
Example 2.7 
-eu"+ u = X 
u ( 0 ) = l , u ( l ) = l +exp(-l/Vs) 
the exact solution is given by 
u(x) = exp(-x/Ve) + x 
Table 2.1: Maximum Absolute Errors, Example 2.1 for 0(h^)Method(Ki) 
a and p 
1/18,4/9 
1/14, 3/7 
1/24, 11/24 
1/30,14/30 
1/6, 1/3* 
£ = 10-5 
N = 100 
1.44463E-03 
1.52823E-02 
1.00616E-02 
1.67078E-02 
1.1971E-01 
s = 10-8 
N = 200 
6.22342E-02 
8.33647E-02 
4.50702E-02 
3.52995E-02 
2.6683E-01 
e = 10-10 
N = 250 
6.27380E-02 
8.39115E-02 
4.55413E-02 
3.57527E-02 
2.6793E-01 
Table2.2: Maximum Absolute Errors, for Example 2.1 for 0(h'*)Method(Ki) 
a=l/12 p=5/12 
N = 50 
N = 100 
N = 200 
s = 10-3 
1.1727E-04 
7.9662E-06 
8.1975E-07 
8 = 10-4 
8.3186E-03 
7.4138 E-04 
4.7790E-05 
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Table 2.3: Maximum Absolute Errors, Example 2.2 for Method (K2) 
a 
1.05 
1.10 
a and [3 
1/18,4/9 
1/12,5/12 
1/14,3/7 
1/24, 11/24 
1/30, 14/30 
1/6, 1/3* 
1/14,3/7 
1/12,5/12 
1/18,4/9 
1/24, 11/24 
1/6, 1/3* 
8 - 10-5 
N = 100 
1.3581E-03 
1.2740E-03 
1.4024E-04 
2.6568E-03 
3.4306E-03 
9.4616E-03 
6.4119E-04 
6.7293E-04 
6.0465E-04 
5.7551E-04 
9.2068E-04 
8=10-8 
N = 200 
6.0695E-03 
8.6469E-03 
2.2185E-03 
1.3071E-02 
1.7167E-02 
5.9746E-02 
4.1278E-04 
8 = 10-10 
N = 250 
2.8260E-02 
6.0318E-02 
4.6068E-02 
1.3670E-02 
5.3165E-03 
2.5196E-01 
4.0667E-04 
4.0893E-04 : 4.0137E-04 
4.2138E-04 
4.2902E-04 
4.1502E-04 
4.2301E-04 
4.1627E-04 4.0608E-04 
Method of Kadalbajoo and Bawa [64]. 
Table 2.4: Maximum Absolute Errors, Example 2.3 for Method (K2) 
a 
1.05 
1.10 
a and P 
1/12,5/12 
1/14,3/7 
1/24, 11/24 
1/4, 1/4 
1/12,5/12 
8 = 10-5 
N = 100 
1.9436 
1.9495 
1.9276 
1.7069 E-02 
7.3142E-03 
8=10-8 
N = 200 
1.9370 
1.9326 
1.9219 
5.7145E-04 
7.3142E-03 
8 = 10-10 
N = 250 
1.9370 
1.9326 
1.9219 
5.3043E-04 
1.9177E-03 
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Table 2.5 Maximum Absolute Errors, Example 2.4 for Method K3 
Our Method 
s 
1/16 
1/32 
1/64 
1/128 
N = 16 
1.57E-05 
8.27E-06 
1.84E-05 
1.03E-04 • 
32 
8.79E-07 
4.41E-07 
8.67E-07 
2.61E-06 
64 
5.32E-08 
2.62E-08 
6.65E-08 
2.23E-07 
128 
3.30E-09 
1.62E-09 
4.39E-09 
1.54E-08 
256 
2.05E-10 
l.OOE-10 
2.78E-10 
9.44E-10 
Surlaetal[1121 
s 
1/16 
1/32 
1/64 
1/128 
N = 16 
8.06E-03 
7.11E-03 
6.58E-03 
6.36E-03 
32 
2.02E-03 
1.79E-03 
1.66E-03 
1.61E-03 
64 
5.08E-04 
4.48E-04 
4.15E-04 
4.03E-04 
128 
1.27E-04 
1.12E-04 
1.04E-04 
l.OlE-04 
256 
3.17E-05 
2.80E-05 
2.60E-05 
2.52E-05 
Surlaetal[l l l] 
1/16 
1/32 
1/64 
1/128 
4.14E-03 
3.68E-03 
3.45E-03 
3.43E-03 
1.02E-03 
9.03E-04 
8.40E-04 
8.21E-04 
2.54E-04 
5.61E-05 
2.08E-04 
2.03E-04 
6.35E-05 
1.40E-05 
5.20E-05 
5.06E-05 
1.58E-05 
3.50E-06 
1.30E-05 
1.26E-05 
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Suriaetal [1141 
1/16 
1/32 
1/64 
1/128 
1.20E-04 
1.28E-04 
1.60E-04 
2.34E-04 
7.47E-06 
8.00E-06 
l.OOE-05 
1.47E-05 
4.67E-07 
5.00E-07 
6.26E-07 
9.23E-07 
2.90E-08 
3.14E-08 
3.92E-08 
5.77E-08 
4.39E-09 
1.99E-09 
2.31E-09 
3.72E-09 
Kadalbajoo et al [64] 
1/16 
1/32 
1/64 
1/128 
7.09E-03 
5.68E-03 
4.07E-03 
6.97E-03 
1.77E-03 
1.42E-03 
l.OlE-03 
1.75E-03 
4.45E-04 
3.55E-04 
2.54E-04 
4.33E-04 
l.llE-04 
8.89E-05 
6.35E-05 
1.08E-04 
2.78E-05 
2.22E-05 
1.58E-05 
2.71E-05 
Table2.6 Maximum Absolute Errors, Example 2.5 for Method K3 
8 
1/16 
1/32 
1/64 
1/128 
1/256 
N=32 
1.80E-07 
4.46E-07 
1.23E-06 
3.48E-06 
2.11E-05 
64 
1.I6E-08 
3.07E-08 
9.46E-08 
3.09E-07 
9.93E-07 
128 
7.35E-10 
1.97E-09 
6.27E-09 
2.15E-08 
7.57E-08 
256 
4.67E-11 
1.24E-10 
3.98E-10 
1.39E-09 
5.01E-09 
Table 2.7 Maximum Absolute Errors, Example 2.6 for Method K3 
8 
1/16 
1/32 
1/64 
1/128 
N=32 
6.57E-08 
1.82E-07 
5.35E-07 
2.99E-06 
64 
4.38E-09 
1.30E-08 
4.20E-08 
1.35E-07 
128 
2.79E-10 
8.54E-10 
2.83E-09 
9.77E-09 
256 
1.75E-11 
5.40E-11 
1.82E-10 
6.37E-10 
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Table 2.8 Absolute Errors at Mid Points, Example 2.7 for Method K3 
e 
1/64 
1/128 
1/256 
N= 16 
2.42E-06 
2.37E-06 
1.14E-06 
32 
1.83E-07 
1.92E-07 
9.96E-08 
64 
1.20E-08 
1.28E-08 
6.96E-09 
128 
6.30E-10 
6.73E-10 
4.51E-10 
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CHAPTER -III 
PARAMETRIC CUBIC SPLINE SOLUTION OF SECOND 
ORDER BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the second order boundary-value problems of 
the form 
u"{x)^f{x)u{x) + g{x), a<x<b 
u{a) = aQ,u{b) = a, 
where f(x)and g(x) are continuous functions on [a,b] and a,b,ao,ai are arbitrary, 
real, finite constants. Such problems arise in the theory which describes the 
deflection of plates and a number of other scientific applications. In general it is not 
easy to obtain the analytical solution of (3.1) for arbitrary choices of f(x) and 
g(x).We usually employ some numerical method for obtaining an approximate 
solution of the problem (3.1).The standard numerical methods for the numerical 
treatment of (3.1) consists of finite difference methods discussed by many authors, 
see, for example [13,50,56].The subject of obtaining sphne solutions for the initial 
as well as boundary value problems is discussed by Ahlberg et al [2].Since then 
Albasiny et al [3],Bickley [17],Fyfe [46]and Sakai [101] have used the cubic spline 
for obtaining approximations for the solution of (3.1).A1-Said [7] has used 
quadratic spline for obtaining smooth approximations for the solution and its first 
derivative, of second order obstacle problems and of boundary value problems of 
the form (3.1).The use of higher order spline functions and collocafion methods 
with splines as basis functions for solving various second order boundary value 
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problems were demonstrated X^bw, different "^ toimors, see, for 
example,[2,67,81,83,103,125] and references therem. 
In this chapter we obtain two methods Mt and M2 for the solution of second 
order boundary value problems. In method Mi we have derived a uniformly 
convergent uniform mesh difference scheme using cubic spline in compression for 
the solution of (3.1).The main idea is to use the condition of continuity as a 
discretization equation. Analysis shows that the method Mi has second order 
convergence for arbitrary a,(3 such that a+P =1/2 and fourth order convergence for 
a=l/12, p=5/12.0ur second order method outperforms other second order methods 
and fourth order method reduces to well known Numerov's method and fourth 
order quartic spline method of Usmani [125].For the choice of a=l/6, P=l/3 the 
parametric cubic spline reduces to ordinary cubic spline and our method reduces to 
the well known Bickley scheme[17].In section 3.2,we develop the numerical 
technique for solving (3.1).Section 3.3 is devoted to the error analysis. In section 
3.4 some numerical evidence is included to show the practical applicability and 
superiority of our method. 
In section 3.5 we consider method M2 for solving the system of second 
order boundary value problems of the type 
f{x), a < X < c, 
u"^\g{x)u{x) + f{x) + r{x), c < x < d , 
/ (x) , d < x < b ^ '^^ ^ 
with the boundary conditions u(a)=ao and u(b)= ai, and the continuity conditions 
of u and u' at c and d. Here f and g are continuous functions on [a,b] and [c,d] 
respectively. The parameters r, ao,ai are real, finite constants. 
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These system of boundary value problems arise in the study of obstacle, 
unilateral, moving and free boundary value problems and has important 
applications in certain branches of pure and applied sciences, see, for example [8-
11,16,30,32,70,72,83-85,96,128] and the references cited therein. Despite their 
importance, little attention has been given to develop efficient numerical methods 
for solving these systems except those in [83,85] for special cases. In [8] the author 
has developed and analysed cubic spline method for solving (3.2) and has 
compared his numerical results with the results given in [83,85] .It was shown in 
[8] that the cubic spline method gives much better results than the other methods 
(including the fourth order Numerov's method). 
We use cubic spline in compression to develop a new numerical method for 
obtaining smooth approximations for the solution of such system of differential 
equations. The new method is of order two for arbitrary a,(3 such that a+p =1/2 and 
fourth order for a=l/12, p=5/12.But the solution exists continuously only upto 
second derivative. Therefore the method is second order accurate for all values of a 
and P which is verified by numerical experiments. Our method outperforms other 
collocation, finite difference and spline methods and thus represents an 
improvement over existing methods. In section 3.5,we develop the method M2 for 
solving (3.2).The convergence analysis of the method is considered in section 
3.6.Section 3.7 is devoted to the application of the system of second order 
boundary value problems. The numerical experiments and comparison with other 
methods are given in section 3.8. 
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3.2 The Method Mi 
We develop a smooth approximate solution of (3.1) using cubic spline in 
compression. For this purpose, we discretize the interval [a,b] using equally spaced 
knots Xj= a+ih, i= 0,1,2....,N, xo= a, XN = b and h=(b-a)/N, (3.3) 
where N is a positive integer. 
We may write (3.1) in the form of Mi = fjUj+gj ,and substituting in equation 
(1.30),we get the following tridiagonal system which gives the approximations 
UI,U2,...,UN-I to the solution u(x) at XI,X2,...,XN.I 
(-l + a/77M)"M+(2 + 2/?/!^/;.)M,+(-l + a/»^A,)M,,, =-/2^(«g,_,+2/?g,.+«g,,) 
withuo=ao,UN=ai,i=l(l)N-l. (3.4) 
Remark-1: For a=l/6, (5=1/3, the cubic spline in compression reduces to the 
ordinary cubic spline and therefore the method (3.4) reduces to the well known 
Bickley Scheme[17]. 
Reinark-2: For a=l/12,P=5/12, the relation (3.4) is the same as the 4th order 
method of Usmani [125] based on quartic spline. 
3.3 Convergence Analysis of Method Mi 
In this section we investigate the error analysis of the spline method 
described in section 3.2.We can write our method in matrix-vector form as 
AU = R+T, (3.5) 
AU = R, (3.6) 
where U = (u(x ), u(x ), ,u(x ,^ ))^ 
and U =(u , u , ,u ) 
M ' 2' ' N-I-' 
T 
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A E - T , 
where E= U-U and A=Ao+Q , 
Q=h^BF, F=diag (fj), i-l,2,....,N-l and 
Ao = (ajj) is the tridiagonal matrix defined by 
f2, z = y=l,2,3,....A^-l 
- 1 , | / - y | = l, 
0, otherwise 
The tridiagonal matrix B is given by 
« / . / = ^ 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
B= 
2P 
a 
0 
a 
2P 
a 
0 
a 
2(3 a 
a 2p a 
0 a 2p 
(3.10) 
For the vector R, we have 
r, = -/?^(ag,_,+2/?g,+ag,,,), 2 < / < y V - 2 (3.11) 
Note that the i-th equation of the linear system is 
(a/^7,_, -1)M,., +(2 + 2/?/!7,)M, +(c^^/.„ -1)M,.^ , =-/^^(ag,_, +2y9g, +«g,„) + r,, 
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where t„ i=l,2,.. .,N-1 are the local truncation errors given by 
> 4 I 6 
r, = {1 - 2(a + p)]h'u". + (1 -\la) — u\'^ + (1 - 30«) u]"' +.... (3.12) 
12 360 
for any choice of a and p whose sum is 1/2, except a=l/12,P=5/12 . 
Fora=l/12,p=5/12 
t, = - (1/240) hV^'(^i)+0(h'), Xi., < i^ < Xi , i = l(l)N-l (3.13) 
Thus 
I 4 
\t\ = —M„ M, =max|M<'>(x) I, (3.14) 
II g 4 .X I ' 
||r|| = M„ M, =max|M'''(x) |, (3.15) 
where || .|| represent the oo- norm in matrix-vector. 
The explicit inverse of AQ , namely Ao"'= (tjij), is defined by, see Usmani [122], 
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(27-1) — , i^J 
AN 
which indicates that AQ"' >0, that is ,all the entries of AQ'' are positive. 
In fact we have A"' || < (3.17) 
II 0 II g 
The equality in (3.17) holds only if N is odd. Using (3.3) the inequality (3.17) can 
be written in the form 
{b-af +h^ 
Ao \^~ TTl (3-18) 
The following result gives a sufficient condifion for which the system (3.6) has a 
unique solution. 
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Theorem 3.1: The discrete boundary value problem (3.6) has a unique solution if 
K I f(x) I <1, where K-[(b-a)^+h^]/8 , V x e [a,b] (3.19) 
Proof: The proof follows by observing that lUo'^i < ^  ^^^ ^^^ following argument. 
If W is a square matrix and \\W\\ < 1, then (I+W) is non-singular, see[45]. 
We now derive a bound on l^l. From equation (3.7) we have 
E = A''T = {A^ + 0 ' ' r = (/ + / lo '0" ' A'^'T and it follows that 
||£||< V " P (3.20) 
i-Li"' lloll 
1 11^0 ||||ti|| 
provided that |Uo' 11 \Q\ < 1. 
Now since \Q\ < / / ' | / (x) | , then (3.14),(3.18)-(3.20)give 
||£||< ^^f , ^0{h') (3.21) 
" " 84[1 - / : | / (x) | ] 
and(3.15),(3.18)-(3.20)give 
\\E\\ < ^'^'^^ , = 0{h') (3.22) 
" " 240[1 - ^ | /(x) |] 
These inequalities show that (3.6) is a second order convergent method for arbitrary 
a,P such that a+P =1/2 and fourth order convergent method for a=l/12, p=5/12. 
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3.4 Numerical Results and Discussion of Method Mi 
We consider two numerical examples illustrating the comparative 
performance of our present method with some earlier numerical methods for 
solving (3.1).All the computations were carried out using double precision 
arithmetic in order to keep the rounding errors negligible as compared to the 
discretization errors. 
Example 3.1 
u = —^u — 
1_ 
x'' X 
W(2) = 0,M(3) = 0 
with the exact solution u(x)=[-5x^+19 x-36/x]/38. 
Example 3.2 
M" = 100M 
M(0) = M(1) = 1 
with the exact solution u(x)=cosh(10x-5)/cosh5. 
The examples 3.1-3.2 were solved using the cubic spline in compression 
described in section 3.2 with a number of h values. For the sake of comparison with 
other methods, we tabulate the results by some well known methods. The observed 
maximum errors in absolute values are given in tables 3.1-3.4.From table 3.1 we 
can notice that if the step size h is reduced by a factor of 1/2 ,then the maximum 
errors are approximately reduced by a factor of l/16.Thus the numerical results 
confirm that our present method is fourth order convergent for a=l/12,p=5/12.For 
all other values of a and (3, the method is second order convergent as shown in 
tables 3.2-3.4. It may be noted that from tables 3.2-3.4 that our present method 
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produces numerical results that are better than those obtained by the other methods. 
From (3.12) and (3.13), we notice that the cubic spline in compression method has 
smaller local truncation error than the cubic and quadratic spline methods of 
[3,6,67,81].This is in agreement with our numerical results given in tables. From 
the above experiments and discussions we conclude that second and fourth order 
methods based on cubic spline in compression produce better results than most of 
the other methods. 
3.5 The Method Mj 
For simplicity, we may take c=(3a+b)/4 and d=(a+3b)/4 in order to develop 
the parametric cubic spline approximate solution of the system of differential 
equation (3.2). For this purpose, we discretize the interval [a,b] into N equal 
subintervals using the grid points Xi= a+ih, i=0,l,2....,N, xo= a, XN= b and h= (b-
a)/N, where N is a positive integer which is chosen such that both N/4 and 3N/4 are 
also positive integers. 
We may write (3.2) in the form 
f/, forO<i<N/4and3N/4<i<N 
[gi^> + fi +'";. for N/4 <i<3NIA 
where f|= f(x,), r,= r(xj) and gi= g(xi).Alternatively, we can write Mi= g,u,+f, + r„ 
where gi and r, is 0 for 0 < i < N/4 and 3N/4 < i < N and substitute in equation 
(1.30).We get the following tridiagonal system which gives the approximations 
UI,U2,...,UN-I of the solutions u(x) at XI,X2....,XN-I. 
h\a{f,_, +r,_,) + 2 A / + r , ) + «(/ .„ +/;,,)] 
with uo= ao , UN= ai, i=l(l)N-l 
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3.6 Convergence Analysis of Method M2 
Now we discuss the convergence criteria of our method described in section 
3.5. Let U=(u,), U=(u(xi)),C=( q) ,T=( tj) and E= (Cj) be N-1 dimensional column 
vectors. Here Ci = u(xj)-Ui is the discretization error. Thus we can write our method 
as follows 
AU = C+T (3.24) 
AU = C (3.25) 
A(IJ-U)=AE=T (3.26) 
where A=Ao+Q , Q=h^BG (3.27) 
G=diag (gj), i=l,2, ,N-1 and AQ = (aij) and B are tridiagonal matrices defined by 
(3.9) and (3.10). 
For the vector C ,we have 
-h-{qf._, +2/3f, + qf.^,), 2 <i < N / 4and2N / 4 + \ <i < N-\ 
-h'[iqf,^,+2fif.+qf.J + ^iar._,+2/ir.+ar.^,)],i = N/4and3N/4 + \ 
C; ={ 
.2r^ ^ 1 
- h [(«/;._, + 2fif. + a/^.„) + - (ar,_, + 2pr. + or.,,)], / = yv / 4 +1 a«J 3yV / 4 
-A^[a(/;._,+r,_,) + 2/?(/;.+r,) + a(^ ,+r ,^ , ) ] ,N/4 + 2 < i<3N/4- l 
a,-h-{af^+2pf^^, + af^_^\ i = N- l 
(3.28) 
Note that the i-th equation of the linear system is 
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The truncation error and the bound on l^l are similar to the method Mi 
which we derived in section 3.3.Therefore, it is clear that the method M2 is second 
order convergent for arbitrary a,p such that a+P =1/2 and fourth order convergent 
for a=l/12, (3=5/12. However, due to the fact that the function has continuous 
derivatives only upto order two, the overall accuracy of method is second order 
only. This is verified from numerical evidence given in Table 3.5-3.6 in section3.8. 
3.7 Applications 
We consider the obstacle boundary value problem of finding u(x) such that 
u"{x) > fix) 
u(x) > ^(x) 
[u"ix)-f{x)][uix)-i^ix)] = 0 
onQ = [0,;r] 
U(0)=U(T:)=0 (3.30) 
where f(x) is a given force acting on the string and \\i(x) is the elastic obstacle. We 
study problem (3.30) in the fi-amework of variational inequality approach. It can be 
shown that, see [8,9,16,70,84], the problem (3.30) is equivalent to the variational 
inequality problem 
a(u,v-u) > < f, v-u > , forallveK. (3.31) 
Moreover, if the bilinear form a(u, v) is symmetric and positive, then (3.31) is 
equivalent to finding the minimum of the functional I[v] on the convex set K, 
where I[v]= a(u, v) -2 < f, v > 
This equivalence has been used to study the existence of a unique solution of 
(3.30), see, for example [16,70,84]. Following the idea and technique of Lewy and 
Stampacchia [72],the variational inequality (3.31) can be written as 
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u"-M{u-i//)iu-i^) = 0, u(0) = u(;r) = 0 0 < x < ; r (3.32) 
where )j.(t) is the discontinuous function defined by 
fl, f o r t > 0 , 
[O for t < 0, 
is known as the penalty function and v|/ is the given obstacle function defined by 
y/{x) = 
- 1 , for 0<x<;r /4 , 
1, for ;r/4<x<3;r/4, (3.34) 
- 1 , for 3;z/4 <x</r, 
Equation (3.32) describes the equilibrium configuration of an obstacle string pulled 
at the ends and lying over elastic step of constant height 1 and unit rigidity. Since 
obstacle function y is known,so it is possible to find the solution of the problem in 
the interval [0,n]. From equations (3.32),(3.33) and (3.34) we obtain the following 
system of differential equations 
u = 
[/, for 0 < X < 7^4 and3;r/4<x<7t, 
[u + f-l, for ;r/4 <x<3 ; r / 4 , (3.35) 
with the boundary conditions u(0)=u(7i)=0, (3.36) 
and the condition of continuity of u and u' at x=7i/4 and 3Tt/4. 
3.8 Numerical Results and Discussion of Method Mi 12 
Example 3.3 We consider the system of differential equation (3.35) when f = 0 
u = 
[0, for 0 <x <7r/4 and3;T/4<x<7r, 
[u-\, for ;z/4 < x < 3 ; r / 4 , (3.37) 
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with the boundary conditions (3.36).The analytical solution for this problem is 
given by 
' 4 
— X, 0<x<7r/4, 
Yx 
, . . 4 cosh(;^2-x), i A ^ ^ - i i A ci TO\ 
u{x)-\\ ^  ; r /4<x <3;r /4 , (3.38) 
Yi 
4 
— {n-x), l)7rlA<\<n 
Yx 
where YI= 7t+4 coth 7i/4 and 72 = Tisinh 7i/4 +4 cosh TC/4. 
The example (3.37) was solved using the method described in section 3.5 
with a variety of h values. The observed maximum errors ( in absolute value) are 
given in Table 3.5.At the two points of discontinuity namely x=c and x=d ,the mean 
of the left hand and right hand limits of g and r have been used. It may be noted 
from Table 3.5 that halving the step size h reduces the value of the maximum errors 
by a factor of 1/4 , which confirms that our method is a second order convergent as 
predicted in section 3.6.The system of differential equation (3.37) along with the 
boundary conditions (3.36) was solved in [9] using quadratic spline method and in 
[8] using cubic spline method and the numerical results are also listed in Table 3.5. 
It is clear from the table that the present method gives better results than that gives 
in [8] and [9].This system was also solved by Noor and Tirmizi [85] using finite 
difference scheme based on central-difference 
I 4 (4) 
h «,=«,_,-2M,+M,^, ^ (3.39) 
and the well known Numerov's method, where as Noor and Khalifa [83] using 
collocation method with cubic B-Spline as basis functions. A comparison between 
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our and their methods is given in Table 3.6, where it is clear that the present 
method is better than other methods. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter we have developed a new numerical method for solving a 
system of second order boundary value problem based on cubic spline in 
compression. The present method enables us to approximate the solution at every 
point of the range of integration. From (3.12) and (3.13), we notice that the cubic 
spline in compression has smaller local truncation errors than the cubic and 
quadratic spline method of [8,9].This is in agreement with our numerical results 
given in Tables. A class of obstacle, unilateral and contact problems can be 
characterized by this system of boundary problem by using the penalty function 
method. The results obtained are very encouraging and out performs previous ones. 
Table 3.1:Observed Maximum Errors for a=l/12,p=5/12,0(h'') Method Mj 
h 
1/8 
1/16 
1/32 
Example 3.1 
1.74x10"^  
1.09x10"'^  
6.85x10-'" 
Example 3.2 
1.74x10'-' 
1.12x10"* 
7.29x10"° 
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Table 3.2: Observed Maximum Errors for Example 3.1, Method Mi 
Our Method 
a=l/18,p=4/9 
a=l/10,p=2/5 
a=l/14,p=3/7 
a=l/16,p=7/16 
Alsaid[6] 
Alsaid[7] 
Sakaietal[104] 
Albasiny et al [3] 
Cent-diff 
h=l/4 
5.14x10"' 
3.50x10'' 
2.05x10"^ 
3.79x10'' 
5.49x10'' 
1.60x10"* 
7.93x10'' 
1.65x10 "* 
2.79x10"* 
1/8 
1.36x10" 
8.46x10'" 
5.74x10'° 
1.01x10" 
1.87x10" 
2.66x10" 
2.06x10" 
4.17x10" 
5.42x10" 
1/16 
3.46x10" 
2.09x10"" 
1.47x10"° 
2.59x10"° 
5.07x10"° 
5.58x10"° 
5.20x10"° 
1.04x10" 
1.19x10" 
Table 3.3 Observed Maximum Errors for Example 3.1, Method Mi 
Our Method 
a=l/10,p=2/5 
a=l/14,p=3/7 
a=l/16,p=7/16 
Alsaid [6] 
h=l/6 
1.49x10" 
9.78x10"° 
1.75x10" 
3.08x10" 
1/12 
3.74x10"° 
2.61x10"° 
4.60x10"° 
8.84x10"° 
1/24 
9.29x10"' 
6.60x10"' 
1.15x10"" 
2.28x10"° 
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Table 3.4 Observed Maximum Errors for Example 3.2, Method Mj 
Our Method 
a=l/10,p=2/5 
a=l/14,p=3/7 
a=l/18,p=4/9 
Alsaid [6] 
Sakaietal[104] 
Khalifa et al [67] 
h=l/16 
1.28x10"-' 
7.22x10"^ 
1.83x10'' 
2.27x10"' 
3.06x10"' 
1/32 
3.07x10"'* 
2.06x10"** 
4.91x10"* 
6.84x10"'* 
7.58x10"* 
1/20 
8.17x10"" 
S.OOxlO""* 
1.22x10"^ 
1.57x10"' 
1.8x10"' 
1/40 
1.95x10"'* 
1.34x10"" 
3.16x10"" 
4.53x10"" 
4.7x10"" 
Table 3.5 Observed Maximum Errors for Example 3.3, Method M2 
Our Method 
a=l/16,p=7/16 
a=l/14,p=3/7 
a=l/12,p=5/12 
a=l/10,p=2/5 
Alsaid[8] 
Alsaid[9] 
h=7i/32 
2.77x10"'* 
2.91x10"" 
3.09x10"' 
3.34x10""* 
7.734x10""* 
9.041x10" 
71/64 
7.50x10"' 
7.87x10"^ 
8.36x10"^ 
9.06x10"' 
1.971x10"" 
2.350x10"" 
71/128 
1.94x10"' 
2.04x10"' 
2.17x10"' 
2.35x10"' 
4.947x10"' 
5.989x10"' 
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Table 3.6 Observed Maximum Errors for Example 3.3, Method M2 
Our Method 
a=l/12,p=5/12 
a=l/10,P=2/5 
a=l/14,p=3/7 
a=l/16,p=7/16 
Alsaid[8] 
Alsaid[9] 
Scheme (4.10)[85] 
Numerov [85] 
Noor [83] 
h=Tr/20 
7.16x10"" 
7.74x10-'* 
6.74x10"" 
6.43x10"* 
1.94x10"' 
2.20x10"' 
2.50x10"' 
2.32x10"" 
1.40x10"' 
n/40 
2.045x10"" 
2.21x10"" 
1.92x10"" 
1.83x10"" 
4.99x10" 
5.87x10"" 
1.29x10"' 
1.21x10"' 
7.71x10"' 
71/80 
5.43x10"' 
5.89x10"' 
5.11x10"' 
4.87x10"' 
1.27x10"" 
1.51x10"" 
6.58x10"' 
6.17x10"' 
4.04x10"' 
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CHAPTER-IV 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THIRD ORDER BOUNDARY-
VALUE PROBLEMS USING QUINTIC SPLINE 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider third-order linear and non-Hnear boundary-value 
problems of the form 
u"' = f(x,u), a < x < b , 
subject to the boundary conditions u(a) = ki, u'(a) = k2, u(b) = k},. (4.1) 
In approximation theory spline functions occupy an important position having a 
number of applications, specially in the numerical solution of boundary-value problems 
(BVPs). Some draining or coating fluid flow problems, in which surface tension forces 
are important, can be described by third-order ordinary differential equations. Fluid 
dynamic problems involving surface tension forces are described, in general, by partial 
differential equations in space and time, with rather high, typically fourth order, spatial 
differentiations. For example, the thickness u of a thin film of viscous fluid draining 
over a solid surface in an unsteady maimer, satisfies such an equation. In some cases, 
as for example at the front edge of a large drop of fluid moving on a plane surface, the 
flow can be treated as steady in a firame of reference moving with the front. If, in 
addition, there is only one spatial coordinate of interest, namely, that in the direction of 
motion along the plane, the problem reduces to an ordinary differential equation in that 
variable, say x [120]. Further, the original fourth order system then permits one explicit 
integration, effectively due to conservation of mass, and the result is an autonomous 
third-order ordinary differential equafion of the form (4.1) for some given function f 
(x,u ). The actual form of this function varies according to the physical context. We 
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consider both linear and non linear forms for f (x,u ). Third-order linear and non-linear 
boundary-value problems solved by Caglar et al [18] using fourth-degree B-splines, 
have a first-order accuracy. We have solved the differential equation (4.1) using quintic 
splines. This method of solution is of order four. 
In section 4.2, we present the formulation of our method for third-order linear 
boundary-value problems and in section 4.3 for non-linear boundary-value problems. 
To retain the pentadiagonal structure of the coefficient matrix, we derive fourth-order 
boundary equations in section 4.4. In section 4.5 truncation error of the method has 
been obtained and in section 4.6 results of numerical experiments on linear and non-
linear boundary value problems have been given, which support the theoretical analysis 
of our method. For the sake of comparison we have tabulated the results of Caglar et al 
[18]. 
4.2 Spline Method for Linear Boundary-Value Problems 
In this section we consider a third-order linear boundary-value problem of the 
form 
u'" (x) = g(x) u(x) + q(x), a < X < b 
with boundary conditions u(a) = kj, u' (a) = k2, u(b) = k3, (4.2) 
where g(x), q(x) eC [a , b] and u(x) e C^ ^^  [a,b], ki ,i =1,2,3 are real finite constants. 
On the uniform mesh A={Xj,j=0(l)N},on [a,b] with mesh size h, the differential 
equadon (4.2) can be discretized by using the spline relafions (1.52). We thus obtain 
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( 60 - h^ gj+2) Uj+2 - (120 + 26h^ gj+, ) Uj+, - 66h^ gj Uj+ (120 - 26h^ gj., ) u^.,-
(60 + h^ gj.2) Uj.2 = h^ (qj+2 + 26qj+, + 66qj + 26qj., + qj.2)+ O(h'), j - 2(l)N-2, (4.3) 
4.3 Spline Method for Non-Linear Boundary-Value Problems 
In this section we consider the non-linear boundary-value problem 
u" ' (x) = f ( x , u ) , a < x < b 
with boundary conditions u(a) = ki , u' (a) = k2, u(b) = k}. (4,4) 
where f is a given non-linear function of u. Discretizing (4.4) by using the spline 
relation (1.52), we obtain 
60uj+2 - h^ fj+2 - 120Uj+, - 26h^fj+i - 66h^fj + 120uj.i - 26h^fj.i 
-60uj.2-h^fj.2 = O(h'), j = 2 ( l ) N - 2 (4.5) 
where fj =f(Xj,Uj) 
4.4 Development of Boundary Equations 
In this section we discretize the first derivative boundary condition as follows: 
huo' r C.iu.| + CoUo + C|Ui + C2 U2 + C3 U3 (4.6) 
Expanding by Taylor series and comparing the coefficients of various derivatives of u 
at a, we get the following five equations: 
C.i +Co+ Ci + C2 + C3 = 0 
-Ci +C, +2 C2 +3C3 = 1 
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C.i+Ci+4C2+9C3 = 0 
-C-i+C,+8C2+27C3 = 0 
C.,+ C,+I6C2+8I C3-O 
After solving these equations we obtain 
C.| - -1/4 , Co = -5/6 , C, = 3/2 , C2 = -1/2 , C3 = 1/12 
Substituting these values in (4.6) we get 
u.i 2 -10/3 Uo + 6u, - 2u2 + 1/3 U3 - 4hUo' +0(h^) (4.7) 
We replace the fictitious values UN+I, f-i and fw+i by 
U N+l = 4 U N - 6U N-l + 4U N-2 - U N-3 
f., - 4fo - 6f, + 4f2 - f3 (4.8) 
TN+I = 4fN - 6 f N-1+ 4fN.2 - fN-3 
Taking j = 1 in the method (4.5) we get 
6OU3 - I2OU2 + 120uo - 60u.i - h (^f3 +26 fj +66 f, +26 fo +f-i )=0 
After using equations (4.7) and (4.8) we obtain 
40u3 - 360u, + 320uo + 240huo' = 30h^ ( fo + 2f, + f2) + 0 (h^) (4.9) 
To obtain the fourth-order boundary-equations we introduce constants Xj, 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3 in equation (4.9) 
To(h) = 40u3 - 360ui + 320uo + 240huo' + h^  (>.o - 30) Uo'" + h^  (A, - 60) u,'" 
+ h^ (?i2-30)u2"' + h \ 3 U 3 " ' (4.10) 
The Xi's determined by maximizing the order of truncation error in equation (4.10), are 
given as: 
Xo +h + A.2 +X3 = 0 
;^ i +2 Xj +3X3 = 0 
>Li+4?t2+9?t3 = 24 (4.11) 
Xi+8X2+21X3 = 60 
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Solving the linear system (4.11) we obtain 
^ 0 = 14, >ii = -30, ?L2=18, ?.3 = -2 
Substituting these values in (4.10) we get the first fourth-order boundary-equation 
40u3 - 360u, = -240hk2 - 320ki + 2h^ (8fo + 45fi + 6f2 + f3)+0(h^) (4.12) 
Taking j = N-1 in the method (4.5) we get 
-60UN-3 + 120UN-2 - 120UN +60UN+I -h^ ( fw-s +26 fN-2+66 fw-i +26 fN+ fN+i)=0 
After using equation (4.8) we obtain 
- I2OUN-3 +360UN-2 -360UN-1 + 120UN = 30h^ (fN-2+2 fN-i+ fN)+0(h^) (4.13) 
By using the same procedure in equation (4.13) we get the fourth-order boundary 
equation at the other end , 
-360UN-1 + 360UN-2 - I2OUN-3 = 60h^ (fw-i + fN-2) - 120 k3+0(h^) (4.14) 
4.5 Truncation Error 
Writing the linear band system (4.3) in matrix - vector form 
A U - h ^ D F = C (4.15) 
in which A = (aij) is a pentadiagonal matrix of order N-1, with 
ai,i+m = coefficients of Uj+m in (4.3), m == 0, 1,2 and 
F = (q i ,q2 , ...,qN-2, qN-i)^ 
U = (Ui,U2, . . . , U N - 2 , UN-I)^ 
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D 
90 
26 
1 
12 
66 
26 
2 
26 
66 26 
26 
0 
66 26 
60 60 
and C = ( ci , C2 , 0 , , 0 , CN-2 , CN-I ) 
where ci = (-320 + 16h^go) ki - 240hk2 + 16h^qo 
02 = (60 + h go)ki + h qo 
Ci = 0 for i = 3(l)N-3 
CN-2 = - ( 60 - h gN) ka + h qN 
CN-i = - 120k3 
Also, we have 
AU - h^  DF = T(h) + C 
where U = (u(xi), u(x2), ,U(XN-I)) 
denotes the exact solution vector and 
T(h) = (ti(h), t2(h), , tN-i(h)) is the local truncation error vector 
where ti(h) are defined as follows 
ti(h) = (2161/140) h^u/^' 
ti(h) = - ( l /2)hV^* , i = 2(l)N-2 
tN-i(h) = ( l / 2 )hW/^ ' 
(4.16) 
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From (4.15) and (4.16) we have 
A(U - U) = AE = T(h) 
where E = U - U = (ei , e2, ew-i ) 
It follows that II E II = 0(h''). 
The five-band system of non-linear equations namely (4.5), (4.12) and (4.14) 
may be solved by Newton-Raphson method. 
4.6 Numerical Results and Discussions 
In this section, the methods discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3 were tested on two 
problems from the literature [118], and absolute errors in the analytical solutions were 
calculated. Our results confirm the theoretical analysis of the methods. For the sake of 
comparisons we have also tabulated the results by the method of Caglar et al [18]. All 
computations are performed in double-precision arithmetic to reduce the round off 
errors to a minimum. 
Example 4.1 Consider the linear boundary-value problem 
u'" = xu + (x^ - 2x^ - 5x - 3) e \ 0 < X < 1 
u(0) = u(l) = 0,u'(0) = l 
The analytical solution is u(x) = x(l-x)e''. The linear system was solved by an 
efficient algorithm meant for the solution of five band systems given in section 1.4.The 
numerical results are given in table 4.1. The observed maximum absolute errors for 
different values of the step size h are given in table 4.2 from which it is evident that the 
method developed is fourth-order and the results are compared with the first-order 
method by Caglar et al [18]. 
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Example 4.2 Consider the non-linear boundary-value problem 
u"' = .2e^"+ 4(1 +x)"^ , 0 < x < l 
u ( 0 ) - 0 , u'(0) = l ,u(l) = ln2 
The analytical solution is u(x)=ln(l+x). The non-linear system was solved by the 
Newton-Raphson method and the numerical results are given in table 4.3. 
Table 4.1 u;: Quintic spline solution, Ui: Analytical solution 
Xi 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
Ui 
0 
0.0994654 
0.1954246 
0.2834706 
0.3580384 
0.4121809 
0.4373092 
0.4228887 
0.3560872 
0.2213646 
0.000000 
Ui 
0 
0.0994653 
0.1954244 
0.2834703 
0.3580379 
0.4121803 
0.4373085 
0.4228880 
0.3560865 
0.2213642 
0.0000000 
Error 
Our Method 
0 
0.0000001 
0.0000002 
0.0000003 
0.0000005 
0.0000006 
0.0000007 
0.0000007 
0.0000007 
0.0000004 
0 
Error 
Caglar et al 
0 
0.000 
0.002 
0.005 
0.007 
0.008 
0.008 
0.007 
0.006 
0.004 
0.014 
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Table 4.2 Maximum Absolute Errors, Example 4.1 
h 
1/8 
1/16 
1/32 
Our Method 
1.84 X 10"" 
1.04 X 10" 
6.32 X 10'" 
Caglar et al 
0.836 X 10" 
0.422 X 10' 
0.214 X 10" 
Table 4.3: ui: Quintic spline solution, U;: Analytical solution 
Xi 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
Ui 
0 
0.0953046 
0.1823310 
0.2623611 
0.3364547 
0.4054942 
0.4699748 
0.5306414 
0.5877816 
0.6418538 
0.6931471 
Ui 
0 
0.0953102 
0.1823215 
0.2623643 
0.3364722 
0.4054650 
0.4700036 
0.5306282 
0.5877867 
0.6418538 
0.6931471 
Error 
Our Method 
0 
0.0000056 
0.0000095 
0.0000032 
0.0000175 
0.0000292 
0.0000288 
0.0000132 
0.0000051 
0.00000 
0.00000 
Error 
Caglar et al 
0.000 
0.009 
0.013 
0.031 
0.045 
0.054 
0.058 
0.058 
0.053 
0.044 
0.000 
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CHAPTER-V 
SEXTIC SPLINE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF FOURTH 
ORDER BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we obtain approximate solution to a class of unilateral boundary-
value problems of elasticity, like those describing the equilibrium configuration of an 
elastic beam stretched over an elastic obstacle. In the case of known obstacle, these 
problems can be alternatively formulated as nonlinear boundary-value problems 
without constraints, for which they are solved by using the sextic spline. 
It is known that contact, unilateral, obstacle, moving and equilibrium problems 
arising in different branches of pure and applied sciences can be studied in the 
framework of variational inequalities. In recent years it has emerged as an interesting 
and important branch of applicable mathematics. The idea and approach is being 
applied in different fields of mathematical and engineering sciences, e.g. elasticity, 
mechanics, transportation, fluid flow through porous media, optimal control and 
economics etc., see,for example [10,11,32,48,68,70,72,86] and references therein. It 
has been shown by Kikuchi and Oden [70] that the problem of equilibrium of linearly 
elastic bodies in contact with a rigid fiictionless foundation can be studied in the 
framework of variational inequalities. The area of contact problems in elasticity forms 
an important foundation for the application of variational inequality theory, see 
Kikuchi and Oden [70] and references therein, for mathematical and physical 
formulations. In a variational inequality formulation of such problems, the location of 
the contact area (free boundary) becomes an intrinsic part of the solution and no special 
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techniques are needed to locate it. If the obstacle function is known, then we can apply 
the technique of Lewy and Stampacchia [72] to characterize the variational inequalitiy 
by a system of boundary value problems without constraints. Such type of penalty 
functions have been used by Al-Said and Noor [11] and Khalifa and Noor [68] in 
solving a class of contact problems arising in elasticity in conjunction with the finite 
difference and collocation methods respectively. 
In this chapter we consider the example of an elastic beam lying over an elastic 
obstacle.The formulation and approximation of elastic beam is simple. However, it 
should be emphasized that the type of numerical problems which occur for more 
complicated systems are the same. Our approach to these problems is to consider them 
in a general manner and specialize them later on. 
We consider the problem of an elastic beam which satisfies the linear two point 
boundary value problem 
with boundary conditions w(±—l) = w"(±—l) = 0 (5.1) 
where D is the flextural rigidity of the beam, k is the spring constant of the elastic 
foundation and q is the uniform load applied to the surface of the elastic beam. The 
analytical solution of such problems may not be easily determined if D, k and q are 
variables. In order to find the approximate solution of the system (5.1), we apply 
numerical methods. Many authors like Fox [44] and Usmani [123] have used finite 
difference method to solve such a system, while Usmani and Warsi [126] adopted the 
quinfic spline technique. Noor and Tirmizi [86] and Twizell and Tirmizi [121] have 
used multi-derivative methods based on Fade' approximants to find the approximate 
solution of this system. 
We can write a system of fourth order boundary-value problems as 
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(4) u = < 
f{x), a < X < c 
Au(x) + fix) + g, c < x < d (5.2) 
fix), d < X < b 
with the boundary conditions u(a) =u(b)= ai , u"(a)=u" (b)= ai, and the continuity 
conditions u(c) =u(d)= a3, u"(c)=u" (d)= a4, where X, g and a i , i =l(l)4,are real, finite 
constants. Such type of systems arise in connection with contact, obstacle and 
unilateral problems. In this chapter we develop a fourth order method based on sextic 
spline for solving the system of boundary value problem (5.2) over the whole interval [ 
a,b]. In section 5.2, we have developed a sextic spline method for solving a system of 
boundary value problems. In section 5.3, we consider a class of contact problems in 
elasticity and formulate it in terms of variational inequalities. Using the penalty 
function method of Lewy and Stampacchia [72],we characterize the variational 
inequality by a system of boundary value problems. Section 5.4 is devoted to the 
application of the sextic spline method to solving the problem of an elastic beam lying 
over an elastic obstacle and contains the numerical results and discussion from which it 
is evident that our method out performs other finite difference and spline methods. 
Without loss of generality , we may take c=(3a+b)/4 and d=(a+3b)/4. For this 
purpose, we discretize the interval [a,b] using equally spaced grid points x, = a+ih, 
i=0,l,2....4n, where xo=a, X4n= b and h =(b-a)/4n , where n is a positive integer. 
5.2 The Method 
We discretize (5.2) in the form 
[/?, for 0 < i < n -1 and 3n + 1 < i < 4n -1 
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where Uj=u(x,) and fj=f(Xi), i = 0,1,2,... 4n. The above system of equations can be 
discretized by using the spUne relation (1.80) .We arrive at the following difference 
scheme 
^ ' " ' = ^ ( ^ ' - ^ +56F,_, +246/^. +56/=;.„ +F,,,) 
for 2 < i < n-2 , n+2 < i < 3n-2 and 3n+2 < i < 4n-2 (5.4a) 
For discretization of boundary conditions we define 
(i) f^b,u,+ch'ul,^-h'Y,d,F,=Q 
(1.) f^b,u,+ch'ul,+h'f^d,F,=0 
k=i-2 k=i-2 
where bk, c and dk are arbitrary parameters to be determined. 
Now for fourth order boundary equations (6,-.,,6,-,6.^, ,6,.^ 2) = (-2,5,-4,1), c =1 and 
{d^_^,d-,d.^^,d.^^) (28,245,56,1). The above equation (i) becomes 
360 
h' 
-2M,. , + 5M, -4M, , , +",-.2 +^ "M = : ^ ( 2 8 / ^ - , +245/^+56^;,, +F„,) (5.4b) 
for i =1, n+1 and 3n+l 
Similarly we obtain (Z),,^,6,.,,6,,6,,,) =(1,-4,5,-2), c =1 and id,_,,d^_,,d.,d,^^) = 
- 1 
360 
(1,56,245,28). The above equation (ii) becomes 
- 2 M , „ +U,_, -4M,_, +5u^+h'ul,=^{F._, +56F._, + 245F, + 28F,,,) (5.4c) 
i6U 
for i = n-1, 3n-l and 4n-l 
The local truncation errors Tj are given by 
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241 
60480 
- 1 
h\ (8) 
240 
241 
8 „ ( 8 ) h'u 
8,,(8) 
60480 
h'u 
i = l,n + land3n + l 
2 < i < n - 2 , n + 2 < i < 3 n - 2 
and 3n + 2 < i < 4n - 2 
i = n - l , 3n - l and4n - l 
(5.5) 
We obtain their local truncation error by using the Taylor series expansion 
about Ui and collecting the terms from both sides of the developed schemes and 
rearranging them. The computational advantage of the technique is its simple 
applicability for solving unilateral problems. The available collocation, finite 
difference and spline methods are not as accurate as the present method for solving 
boundary value problems of the form defined by (5.3). Equation (5.5) suggests that the 
method is fourth order accurate over each subinterval. However, due to the extra 
continuity conditions at x= c and x = d, the numerical results given in the last section 
indicate that the method is only second order accurate over the whole interval [a,b]. 
5.3. Applications 
For simplicity, we consider the linear fourth order boundary value problem 
describing the equilibrium configuration of an elastic beam, pulled at the ends and 
lying over an elastic obstacle of constant height 1/4 and unit rigidity of the type 
, ( 4 ) 
^ / ( x ) 
[ " ' " - /W][u -^^ (x ) ] = 0 
u(-l) = u(l) = u"(-l) = u''(l) = 0 
on Q = [-l,l] (5.6) 
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where f is a given force acting on the beam string and \\i{x) is the elastic obstacle. We 
study problem (5.6) via the variational inequality formulation. For this, we define the 
set K as 
i^ = {v:ve//o ' (Q):v> ^^on Q } (5.7) 
which is a closed convex set in H^ (Q), where H^ (Q) is a Sobolev space [32,48,70] 
which is in fact a Hilbert space. 
Now using the Kikuchi and Oden technique [70], we can easily show that the 
energy functional associated with the obstacle problem (5.6) is. 
/[v] = f 2fix)\v(x)dx, for all V e H^ (Q) 
d V 
iv^-^'y 
- j ^ d{x)-2\f{x)v{x)dx. 
= a ( v , v ) - 2 < / , v > 
1 
where a{u,v)= \ d\ 
dx' 
d \ 
ydx' J 
dx 
and < / , V > = lf{x)v(x)dx 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
It can easily be proved that the form a (u,v) defined by (5.9) is bilinear, positive 
and symmetric and the functional f defined by (5.10) is a linear continuous functional. 
It is known that [32,48,70], the minimum u of the functional I[v] defined by (5.8) on 
the closed convex set K in H^ (Q) can be characterized by the variational inequality 
a{u,v-u)> <f,v-u> , fo ra l lveK (5.11) 
Thus we conclude that the obstacle problem (5.6) is equivalent to solving the 
variational inequality problem (5.11). This equivalence has been used to study the 
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existence of a unique solution of (5.6), see, for example [32,48]. Now using the idea 
and technique of Lewy and Stampacchia [72], the problem (5.11) can be written as 
u^'^ +lu{n-y/){M-il/) = f, - l < x < l (5.12) 
u(-l) = u(l) = 0,u"(-l) = u"(l) = £ 
where s is a small positive constant, v|/ is the obstacle function and \x{\.) is penalty 
function defined by 
[4, for t > 0, 
[0 for t < 0, 
Equation (5.11) describes the equilibrium configuration of an elastic beam, 
pulled at the ends and lying over an elastic obstacle of constant height 1/4. Since 
obstacle function \]f is known, it is possible to find the exact solution of the problem in 
the interval -1/2 <x < 1/2. 
We assume that the obstacle function VJ; is defined by 
f-(l/4), for - l < x < - l / 2 , l / 2 < x < l , 
y/{x)^{ (5.14) 
1(1/4), for -1/2 < x < 1/2, 
From equafions (5.11),(5.12) and (5.13) we obtain the following system of equations 
,4, f/, for - l < x < - l / 2 , l / 2 < x < l , 
w ' " = r (5.15) [l-4w + / , for - l /2<x < l /2 , 
with the boundary conditions 
u(-l) = u(-^)=u(^) = u(l) = 0 
(5.16) 
u"(-l) = u"(-i) = u"(i) = u''(l) = f 
and the condifions of continuity of u and u" at x= -1/2 and 1/2. 
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5.4 Numerical Results and Discussion 
A numerical study of the problem on the interval [-1/2, 1/2] was given in [86] 
using Fade' approximants together with a finite difference technique. Here we present 
the numerical results over the whole interval [-1, 1]. 
Example 5.1 
When f = 0, the problem (5.15) becomes 
[0, for - l<x<-1/2,1/2 < x < l , 
,*'•' -
1 - 4M, for - l / 2 < x < l / 2 (5.17) 
with the boundary conditions at x= -1, x=l, the conditions of continuity of u and u" at x 
= -1/2 and x =1/2 , and with the analytical solution 
M(X) = 
2 3 3 2 13 1 
X + - X + X + £, for - l < x < - l / 2 . 
,3 2 12 4, 
with U(-1) = U(-1/2) = 0, \x\-\) = -U ' ' ( -1 /2) = e, e->0 
0.25- ' 1 ^ 
v2Ay 
[/?, sin X sinhx-f-y^j cos X coshx ], for - l / 2 < x < l / 2 . 
with U(-1/2) - U(1/2) = \x\-\H) = U''(1/2) = 0 
^ 2 3 3 2 13 \] 
-—X +—X x + — e, 
3 2 12 4J 
with U(1/2) = U(1) = 0,U"(1/2) = -u"(l) = £, s^O 
for l / 2 < x < l 
(5.18) 
where /?, = sin(l/2)sinh(l/2), J3, =cos(l/2) cosh(l/2)and fi, =cosl+ coshl 
The example (5.17) was solved by using the present scheme over the whole 
interval [-1,1] with a variety of h values. The observed maximum errors (in absolute 
value) are given in Table 5.1. This was also solved by Al-Said and Noor [11] using a 
finite difference scheme based on 
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*,,('') 
h'u]'^ =",-2 -4w,-, +6M,. -4M. , , +M,,2 /?"« (5.19) 
and by Khalifa and Noor [68] using collocation method with quintic B-Spline as basis 
functions. A comparison between the present and other methods are given in Table 5.1. 
It is clear that our method is better than the other two methods. The results of our 
fourth order method are identical with those of the twelfth order method of Al-Said and 
Noor [10] based on (0,8) Fade' approximants. 
Example 5.2 
When f = 1, the problem (5.15) becomes 
fl, for - l < x < - l / 2 , l / 2 < x < l , 
u = | 2 - 4 M , for - l / 2 < x < l / 2 (5.20) 
together with the boundary conditions at x —1, x =1, the conditions of continuity of u 
and u" at X = -1/2 and x =1/2. This has analytical solution 
w(x) = 
r 1 4 1 , 3 2 , 3 1 
— X +-(x +x ) + —x + 
U 4 8 64 192, 
with u(-l) = u(-l/2) = 0, u"{-\) = -^"(-1/2) = 0 
for - l < x < - l / 2 , 
0.5 ' O 
v ^ 3 ; 
[y^ , sinXsinhx + y^ 2 cosjc coshx ], for - l / 2<x< l /2 , (5.21) 
with u(-l/2) - u(l/2) = u''(-l/2) = u''(l/2) = 0 
— X --(x ~x ) x + 
,24 8 64 192, 
with u(l/2) = u(l) = 0,u"(l/2) = -u"(l) = 0 
for l / 2 < x < l 
where /?, =sin(l/2)sinh(l/2), /?2 =cos(l/2) cosh(l/2)and /3^ =cosl+ coshl 
The example (5.20) was solved by using the scheme (5.4) over the whole 
interval [-1,1] with a variety of h values. The observed maximum errors (in absolute 
value) are given in Table 5.2. This was also solved by Al-Said and Noor [11] using a 
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finite difference scheme based on (5.19) and the results are included in Table 5.2 for 
the sake of comparison. Again it is evident from table 5.2, that the results presented by 
our method are better than those given in [11]. It is confirmed from the tables that if h 
is reduced by a factor 1/2, then l^l is reduced by a factor 1/4, which indicates that the 
present method gives second order results. 
The numerical calculations were carried out on ALPHA-VMS 3000/4 AS 
Computer,at the Computer Centre, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, using double 
precision arithmetic in order to reduce the round -off errors to a minimum. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, we studied system of fourth order boundary value problems and 
applied the sextic spline method for finding the numerical solution of contact problems 
in elasto-statics, which can be characterized by a sequence of boundary value problems 
using the penalty function technique. Numerical results are obtained for the elastic 
string in the presence of an elastic obstacle. The results so far obtained are very 
encouraging and we hope to carry on our investigation for other types of unilateral and 
contact problems arising in mathematical and engineering sciences. A detailed analysis 
of such methods, both analytically and numerically will constitute an interesting 
subject of future study. 
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Table 5.1 Observed Maximum Errors \\E\\ for Example 5.1 
h 
1/8 
1/16 
1/32 
Our Method 
1.89x 10"' 
4.78x 10'^  
1.18x 10-^  
Scheme based on 
(3.15)1111 
1.4x 10"^  
3.6x 10"^  
8.9x 10-^  
Quintic B-Spline 
[68] 
3x 10-' 
7x 10'^  
1.4x 10"^  
Table 5.2 Observed Maximum Errors \\E\\ for Example 5.2 
h 
1/12 
1/24 
1/48 
Our Method 
8.42x 10-' 
2.16X 10-^  
5.40x 10"^  
Scheme based on 
(3.15) [11] 
1.83x 10"' 
7.17X 10"' 
4.59x 10"-' 
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CHAPTER-VI 
SPLINE METHODS FOR THE SOLUTION OF FOURTH ORDER 
PARABOLIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the problem of undamped transverse vibrations of a 
flexible straight beam in such a way that its supports do not contribute to the strain 
energy of the system, and is represented by the fourth order parabolic partial 
differential equation, 
| ^ + f 4 = /(^'0 ,0<x<l,t>0, (6.1) 
of ox 
subject to the initial conditions 
u (x ,o) =go (x), 
and Ut(x ,o) =gi (x), for 0< x < 1, (6.2) 
and with boundary conditions at x= 0 and 1 of the form 
u(0,t)=fo(t), u ( l , t ) =f, (t) 
and Uxx(0, t) =po (t), u^ x (1, t) = p,(t), t > 0 (6.3) 
where u is the transverse displacement of the beam, t and x are time and distance 
variables respectively, f(x,t) is dynamic driving force per unit mass. 
Numerical solution of (6.1) based on finite difference and reduction of (6.1) 
into a system of second order equations have been successfully proposed by Collatz 
[27], Crandall [31], Conte and Royster [29], Conte [28],Albrecht [5], Evans [39], Jain 
et al [61] and Richtmeyer [95] .While Fairweather and Gourlay [41] derived explicit 
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and implicit finite difference methods based on the semi-expHcit method of Lees [71 ] 
and high accuracy method of Douglas [38] respectively. Evans and Yousif [40] follow 
the Conte scheme [28] where a stable implicit finite difference approximation is 
presented and this scheme is unconditionally stable, and has local truncation error of O 
(h^).The approach , introduced in [40], has used the alternating group explicit method 
(AGE), achieving a better accuracy level. Wazwaz [129] approaches the problem by 
utilizing the Adomian decomposition method [IJ.The solution by this method is 
derived in the form of a power series but does not include numerical results.The 
homogeneous problem has also been studied by Rashidinia [90] based on parametric 
quintic spline. 
We need to construct a direct numerical method for solution of equation 
(6.1).Direct explicit and implicit difference methods have been given by Albrecht [5] 
,Collatz [27] , Crandall [31] , Jain [56], Jain et al [61] and Todd [119] . The three level 
explicit direct method with order of accuracy 0(k^+h^) given by CoUatz [27] is stable 
when the mesh ratio (k/h^)< 1/2.The three level unconditionally stable formulas of 
accuracy O (k^+h^) and O (k^+h^+(-)') are given by Todd [119], Crandall [31] and 
h 
Conte [28] respectively. Five level, unconditionally stable, explicit method with 
truncation error of O (k^+h^+( - ) ^) has been given by Albrecht [5].Direct and splitting 
h 
approach finite difference methods have been proposed by Jain et al [61]. 
We have derived new three level methods based on parametric quintic spline-1 
for the soluUon of fourth order, non-homogeneous, parabolic partial differential 
equation governing transverse vibrations of a flexible beam. In section 6.2 we present 
the formulation of our method. In section 6.3, we show that by choosing suitable values 
of parameters, most of the previous known methods can be derived from our method. 
In section 6.4 stability analysis has been carried out. Finally in section 6.5 numerical 
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evidence is included to demonstrate the practical usefulness and superiority of our 
schemes and confirm their theoretical behaviour. 
6.2 The Method 
Let the region R = [0,1] x [0,oo) be discretized by a set of points Rh,k which are 
the vertices of a grid of points (xj, tm) , where Xj = jh, j = 0(1 )N, Nh = 1 and tm= mk, 
m = 0,1,2,3...The quantities h and k are mesh sizes in the space and time directions 
respectively . 
We next develop an approximation for (6.1) in which the time derivative is 
replaced by a finite difference approximation and the space derivative by the 
parametric quintic spline function approximation. The equation (6.1) is then replaced 
by 
k-'{i + aS^)-' j > ; + F ; = / ; (6.4) 
where cr is a parameter such that the finite difference approximation to the time 
derivative is O(h^) for arbitrary crandof 0{h'*) for cr =1/12 and for(T= 1/4 ,1/6 the 
finite difference approximations reduce to parametric cubic and cubic spline 
approximations respectively. Also Fj -S^*\xj) and S(x) is the parametric quintic 
spline approximation given in equation (1.58). Operating both sides of (6.4) by Ax and 
using (1.58) we obtain 
5f {/.(«;, + uj_,)+9(M;, +«;, )+su;}+r\\+as^ )5y; = 
(6.5) 
^^  (1 + a5^ ){p(/;, + / ; , ) + qif-^, + /;"_,) + . / ; ) 
where r = k/h\u'J =u{x.,tJ,S^uJ = MJ^' -2U'J +«;" ' , and p,q,s are 
parameters. After simplifying the above equafion we obtain 
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{{2p + 2q + s) + {Ap + q)5l+{p^r'cy)5l]5^u";-vr5:u"; 
Equation (6.6) may be written in schematic form as 
(6.6) 
P2 
-2P2V 
P2 
K,P 
K2P 
K,P 
Q2 
-2Q2-4r^ 
Q2 
K,Q 
K2Q 
K,Q 
S2 
-2S2+6r^ 
S2 
KiS 
K2S 
KiS 
Q2 
-2Q2-4r^ 
Q2 
K,Q 
K2Q 
K,Q 
P2 
-2P2V 
P2 
K,P 
K2P 
K,P 
where P2= p+a r^, Q2= q-4a r^ S2= s+6a r^ K,=CT k^ K2=(1-2CT) k^  
6.3 Class of Methods 
By choosing suitable values of parameters p, q, s and a we obtain various 
methods. The truncation error and stability analysis of these methods is given in 
section 6.4. 
(1) If we choose p=q= 0 and s=l in (6.6) we get the scheme with truncation error 
0(h +k ) which is unconditionally stable when cr > 1 / 4. 
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If we put CT =1/4,1/2 and / " = 0 in (6.7) we obtain the unconditionally stable formulas 
of Todd and Crandall respectively for the homogeneous case i.e. f(x,t)= 0. 
(2) For p = 0, q = -r^ s =l+2r^ , / " = 0 and taking a =0 in (6.6), we get the 
unconditionally stable Conte formula 
k 
with truncation error 0{k^ +h^ +{-Y). 
h 
5 1 8 2 9 
(3) If we put p = —r^,q = { r^) and s = — + — r^ we get unconditionally 
stable method with accuracy 0{k^ + h^ + (—)^). 
h 
o 12 
A:'(l + cr^/) 
~{^if;2 +f:-2)-32(/;", + /;",)+54/;-}+^(/;"., + / ; , + 4 / ; ) 
Iz o 
(6.9) 
for a =1/12 and / " =0, we obtain Jain's formula [61]. 
(4) For p= 0, q =1/6 and s=2/3 we get the formula with minimum truncation error 
among the class of formulas with truncation error 0{k^ +/!"). 
[\ + -5] +or^^:]<5>;" + r X \ " Jk\\ + <yS^){fJ'^, + / ; , +4/ / ' ) (6.10) 
0 0 
Further if we put / " =0 with a =1/4 in (6.10) we obtain unconditionally stable 
formula of Jain et al [61] and for a =1/12 we get the conditionally stable, formula 
0{k^ + /?") with condition r^ =- (Jain et al [61]). 
8 
(5) If we choose (p, q,s ) =1/144 (1, 20, 102), we get 
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^ ^ ^  (1 + G5^ ) [ ( / ; , +/,'!,) + 20(/;':, 4- /;'!,)+102/;"' ] 
(6.11) 
For a =1/4 in (6.11), we get the following unconditionally stable formula which is the 
analogue of Jain's formula [61] for the non-homogeneous case. The formula has 
minimum truncation error from the class of formulas with order of accuracy 
6 4 36 ' '^' ' ' 'J 
—k'i^ + -3:)[(/,:, + / ; , ) + 20( / ; , + /;_,) + 1 0 2 / ; ] 
(6.12) 
If a =1/12 in (6.11) we get the analogue of conditionally stable formula of 0{k^ + h^) 
with r^=l/6 obtained by Jain et al [61], for the non-homogeneous case. 
^ ^ ^ ( i + : l^ ,^)[( / ; : ,+/ ; . , )+20(/^ ' : ,+/ ;_ , ) + i o 2 / ; ] 
(6.13) 
(6) If we choose (p,q,s) =1/720 (-1,124,474) ,a = 1/12 we obtain a new high accuracy 
.4 , i.6x 
method with truncation error 0(r+h°) 
1 1 1 
: ^ ^ ' a + :[^'^/)[-(/;2 +/;"-2)+i24(/; , + / ; , ) + 4 7 4 / ; 
(6.14) 
7 
which is conditionally stable for r^ < — . 
60 
If we choose r' = — we obtain the scheme of 0(k* + h^), and if we choose 
84 
G =1/4 and / ; =0 in (6.14) we obtain unconditionally stable scheme with 
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truncation error 0(k^ +/?'*) given by Jain et al [61]. 
So the scheme (6.14) with r^ < 7/60 and r^ =1/84 is the highest accuracy formula 
for system (6.1), so far known. 
6.4 Truncation Error and Stability Analysis 
Expanding (6.6) in Taylor series in terms of u{Xj,t^)and its derivatives, we 
obtain the following relations 
S'^u{x.,tJ = h'D:+ — D'^+ — D'^+^-^Dl'+^^Dl' +... 
' ' 1 2 •' 360 20160 
where 
Using (6.6) and (6.15) we obtain the truncation error 
r ; - {(2p + 2q + s) + {4p + q)Sl + (p + rV)c5; } j > ; + r'Sy; 
-^^(i + c7^/){/,(/;3+/;_,) + 9(/;!:,+/;::,) + . / ; ) 
(6.15) 
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k'D: 2k'D^ Ik'D^ u2,^n2n2 u2n-'^'^-p.k'D, + p, + p. + p 
12 ' 6! 
Ik'Dj 
6! 
8! + . 
2 ^ , ^ 
6! 6 
5 r i 6 
8! 
-+....+ 12 ' 
/ J ^ D ! /t^D^ + '- + '-
12 6! 
+ 
h'D 
k'_D^ 
12 ' 10 
....) K" 
8! 80 
+ r^  
k'D' ^ k'D' 
'- + 2(7^—^ + . 
12 6! 
+ 2q, 
>^  + ^ + '- + .... +\ • 
' 12 6! ) [ 
6 80 j J ^'^ 
2! 12 V 
+ 
/ 
h'DU,. . _ , i!^^,^:^+ A- D / t^+o) t^A^+a^^^^ + 2c7 
12 
2(16p + 9 ) — -
4! 
A:^  +ak D, +(T - + 2o- ^ + ... 
12 6! 
~6\ 
+ 2{6Ap + q)- ' 
J 6! 
+ 2{256p + q ) ^ 
k' +ak'Df+a 
6 n 4 k'p; 
12 • + ... 
] ( D > ; + D > ; ) 
T;=[(\-p,yh'D: + 
f 2 / 4 
-qy h'Dl + 
^r ' /z ' (16/7 + 9)yt 
y 
2 A 
20 '-.--
(\lr^h' 2{6Ap + q)k 2 \ 
2! 144 •' 
Dl°+. 
12 
1 
/ 
prD:+^--c7jq,h^k'D;D: 2 I 4 r ,2 r>4 
12 ' 
4 \ 
12 
k^D'D! + \ ^ + :lL>,h'-q,ak' 
6! 6 
+ 6! 12 12 12 12 
4 \ 
k'D'^D^ + 
h^k'DlD; 
1 
360 2 
q.h'D k'^D + - - - 2 p , r D ; + U' 6!J ' 
^.2^1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 _ o;(16iP + <?)/:' ^ 
8! 80 12 
k'-h'DlD^ + 
12 ' '• 
2 . ^ 2 / 7 , 0 - 3 (T{l6p + q)h 
6! 6! 144 
4 A 
^ ' D ; D ; ] W ; + . 
(6.16) 
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Using Von Neumann's method the characteristic equation of the scheme (6.6) 
is obtained as: 
^ ' + 2 x ^ + 1 = 0 (6.17) 
S r ' s i n V 
where y = ; -. ~ • 1, 
\6{p + or )sin ^ - 4 ( 4 p + q)sm ^ + (2/7 + 2^ + 5) 
^ = —d h, where^ is the variable in the Fourier expansion . 
Applying the Routh-Hurwitz criterion to (6.17) we get the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for (6.6) to be stable as: 
I6{p + a r^)sm'* (f)-4(4/7 + q)s\n^ (p + (2/7-vlq^s) 
Simplifying and putting 2p+2q+s =1 we obtain from the left inequality 
4[4/7(4cr-l)r ']sin'^-4(4/7 + 9)sinV + 1^0 (6.18) 
We deduce that the scheme (6.6) is unconditionally stable if 
a > 1/4 , q < 1/4 and p = 0 or p> (4p+q)^/4 
and conditionally stable if 
(i) o - < l / 4 , g < l / 4 , /7 = 0, 0<r^ < ^~^^ or 
4(1 - 4CT) 
(ii) cr < 1/4,(4/7 + 9) < 1/4,/7 =-(4/7 + ^ ) ' , 0 < r ' < ^ ^~ ^^ "^ ^ ^ ^^ ' 
4 4(1 - 4cr) 
6.5 Numerical Illustrations and Discussions 
In this section we consider the numerical results obtained by the schemes 
discussed above by applying them to the following fourth order initial boundary value 
problem. 
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Example 6.1 
We consider the non-homogeneous fourth order paraboHc partial differential equation 
introduced by [40]. 
^ + ^  = (TT' -l)sin7Dccost , 0 < x < l , t > 0 (6.19) 
with the initial conditions 
w(x,0) = sin;c\;, M,(X,0) = 0, 0 < A ; < 1 (6.20) 
and the boundary conditions 
u{Q,t) = u{\,t) = - 4 ( 0 , 0 = -^{U)^0, r > 0 (6.21) 
ox dx 
The exact solution of the above problem is 
M(A:,r) = sin;acos^ (6.22) 
For solving (6.19) we use scheme (6.6). The first two boundary conditions in (6.21) are 
replaced by 
u;=u;=0, t>0 (6.23) 
We discretize the last two boundary conditions in (6.21) by the following equations 
ii)2u^ - S M " +4U" - < =h'u'', 
° 1 2 3 0 . ^^  ^g 24) 
(n) - M;:;_3 + 4M;;;_, - 5u;_, + lu; = h^uj 
For high accuracy formulas ofO(^''+/i^)and 0{k^+h^) we use the following 
equations for approximating the boundary conditions: 
(0 4 5 < -154M,'" +214M'^-156M3"' + 6 1 M ; -lOu^ =l2h'uj, 
(6.25) 
(n) - IOM;.3+61M;_, - I56M;: ;_3+214M;; ;_ , -154M;; ; . ,+45M;: =i2h'u^ 
We solved example 6.1 with h = .05 and k =.005 giving r=2, and by choosing 
a =1/4 and various values of parameters p,q,s presented in table 6.1. The errors in the 
solutions computed by our method (6.6) and the AGE method [40] have been presented 
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in table 6.1 for 10 time steps and x = 0.1(0.1) 0.5 and in table 6.2 for x = 0.5 and larger 
time steps. In a second series of experiments, calculations are carried out for h= .05 and 
k = .00125 giving r = 0.5, and by choosing suitable values of parameters p,q,s and 
results presented in table 6.1. The absolute errors in the solution are shown in table 6.1 
for 16 time steps and x = 0.1(0.1) 0.5 and in table 6.2 for x = 0.5 and larger time steps. 
From tables 6.1 and 6.2, it is evident that our method is superior. Moreover, we solved 
the same problem with various values of parameters carrying out the computations for 
different time steps. In table 6.3 and 6.4 we have tabulated the absolute errors at x = 0.5 
for different combination of parameters p,q,s, a and varying values of the mesh ratio r 
for h = 0.1 and h = .02 respectively. The errors in displacement function u(x,t) at 
midpoint of the interval [0,1] are given in table 6.2- 6.4 
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Table 6.1 Absolute Errors, Example 6.1 
h = 0.05 
Our Method 
p ,q ,s , a 
(0,0,1,1/4) 
(0,1/6,2/3,1/4) 
(1/144,5/36,17/24,1/4) 
(0,0,1,1/4) 
(0,1/6,2/3,1/4) 
(1/144,5/36,17/24,1/4) 
Evans [40] 
r 
2.0 
0.5 
2.0 
0.5 
Time 
Steps 
10 
16 
10 
16 
x = .10 .20 
1.5x10"'' 2.8x10"^ 
1.8x10'^  2.0x10'^ 
1.8x10'^  2.1x10'^ 
3.2x10'' 5.1x10'' 
9.3x10"^ 8.0x10"^ 
9.2x10"^ 7.9x10'^ 
2.2x10'^ 4.1x10"'' 
2.5x10'^ 4.7x10"^ 
.30 
3.7x10"" 
1.4x10"^  
1.5x10"^  
6.2x10"' 
2.8x10"^ 
2.8x10"^ 
5.4x10"" 
6.6x10'^ 
.40 
4.2x10"' 
8.3x10"^ 
8.8x10"^ 
6.9x10"' 
1.0x10"^  
9.8x10"^ 
6.2x10"" 
7.8x10"^ 
.50 
4.4x10"" 
5.7x10"^ 
6.2x10"" 
7.2x10"' 
2.7x10"" 
2.5x10"" 
6.5x10"" 
8.2x10"^ 
Table 6.2 Absolute Errors at Mid Points, x = 0.5, Example 6.1 
h = 0.05 
Our Method 
p , q , s , CT 
(0,0,1,1/4) 
(0,1/6,2/3,1/4) 
(1/144,5/36,17/24,1/4) 
Evans [40] 
r =2 
No. of Time Steps 
25 75 100 
2.7x10'' 7.8x10'' 3.0x10'' 
1.0x10"^ 3.4x10''' 1.3x10'" 
l.OxlO"'' 3.5x10'" 1.3x10'" 
3.3x10'' 4.1x10"' 3.9x10"' 
r =0.5 
No. of Time Steps 
32 48 64 
3.0x10"" 7.0x10"" 1.2x10"' 
1.8x10"" 2.7x10"^ 5.2x10"^ 
2.1x10"" 2.7x10"' 5.2x10"^ 
3.1x10"" 6.9x10"" 1.2x10"' 
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Table 6.3 Absolute Errors at Mid Points, x = 0.5, Example 6.1 
h = 0.1 
Our Method 
p ,q ,s , a 
(0,1/6,2/3,1/4) 
(1/144,5/36,17/24,1/4) 
(1/144,5/36,17/24,1/12) 
- 1 124 474 1 
720'720'720'12 
- 1 124 474 1 
720'720'720'12 
r 
Vl/6 
Vl/6 
Vl/6 
V7/60 
Vl/84 
No. of Time Steps 
10 20 30 
4.63x10"' 1.50x10"' 2.92x10"-* 
4.13x10"^ 1.52x10"^ 2.95x10"^ 
2.99x10"^ 1.50x10"^ 2.98x10"^ 
1.12x10"^ 9.78x10"^ 2.17x10"^ 
1.14x10"^ 9.40x10"^ 8.92x10"-' 
Table 6.4 Absolute Errors at Mid Points, x = 0.5, Example 6.1 
h = 0.02 
Our Method 
p ,q ,s , a 
(0,1/6,2/3, 1/4) 
(1/144,5/36,17/24,1/4) 
(1/144,5/36,17/24,1/12) 
- 1 124 474 1 
720'720'720'12 
- 1 124 474 1 
720'720'720'12 
r 
Vl/6 
Vl/6 
Vl/6 
V7/60 
f 
^•^i^/84. 
No. of Time Steps 
10 20 30 
2.53x10"" 7.60x10"" 2.60x10"'" 
1.51x10"" 9.40x10"" 1.30x10"^  
1.51x10"" 1.52x10"'° 2.69x10"" 
5.66x10"'^ 1.45x10"'° 3.37x10"'° 
8.88x10"'^ 4.14x10"'^ 7.17x10"" 
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